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Many Women Cast Ballot and Manifest Much Interest.

Buys Artificial Limb
A. L. Await was acting as the
this week in
trood Samaritan
jrettinar money subscribed to
procure an artificial limb for
I'earl Nichols. $100 was necessary and that amount hud been
practically raised by Mr. Await
Thursday evening.
Pearl, who is 14 years old had
her limb amputated at Texico
about six years ago as a result
of a rattle Bnake bite. She is
one of a large family and is dependent on a widowed mother
rais-infor a living. The work of
money for this wortny cause
speaks highly of the men who
have subscribed to the cause and
to Messrs Await, Nelson and
Neal who took up the work and
raised the amount.
g

Col. Helm, who has been
fined to his room at the

conAn-

Willard is Champion
Jess Wiilard, th Kansas cowboy, is the new heavywetght
champion pugilist of the world.
He knocked out Jack Johnson,
the black champion, in
tweny sixth round of their
championship bout here today,
it was Johnson's fight all the
way until the twenty-seconround,
when his vitality left
him because of the hard pace
which he carried thoughout the
early rounds.
The Kansas plainsman then
opened his heaviest attack and
in the next few rounds carried
the fight away from the black
man and toppled him over with
rights and lefts to the jaw and
blows to the face.
Seventeen thousand persons
saw the combat and when Johnson crumpled up on the floor
from a fierce right swing to the
jaw, the crowd broke into the
ring. Soldiers cleared the ring.
Johnson took the referee's
count while lying on the ropes,
but the moment after Referee
Welsh had given the decision,
the former champion got to his
feet in lime to greet the wild
rush of excited spectators.
The knockout came so suddenly that the big crowd seemed as
much dazed as Johnson himself.
Up to the time of the final blow,
Johnson showed but few marks
of battle but had slowed up and
was perceptibly tiring, Willard
said as he was being escorted
away, that he was never hurt or
in danger at any time.
Johnson said he had no excuse
to offer and that "a better and
younger man had taken the
championship title."

the

Messrs. Hunter and Lewis
have opened up a Real Estate
office and ore now in the Real
Estate business proper. They
will also have an auctioneer in
connection with their business,
who will do a general auctioneer
business. Call and see them at
their new office on East Grand

tlers, for many months, is not
wasting his time. Besides numerous magazines and papers,
he has read two German books
and one in Spanish, this winter,
and finds them very interesting. Avenue No. 116.

appropriate
and specIt is nothing unusual to place ial music in sermons
all
Clovis
the
flowers on the casket or the
grave of the dead. We will
even throw bouquets to the living sometimes when we are
about to be separated from
them.
But how seldom w e
show our appreciation of those
whose fellowship still continues!
From the time I came to Clovis
I have had unfailing cause for
gratitude to the Clovis people,
and especially has there grown
upon me for the past few months
a feeling that 1 must express
this gratitude in this broad-cas- t
way.
Through all these months, and
especially since the opening of
Christmas season I have been
the undeserving recipient o f
such a stream of favors and
kindnesses of many kinds from
the Christian Church people in
particular and Clovis people
generally that I have been utterly at a loss to know how to receive them becomingly and to
make a fitting reply. Since the
source of some of these is yet
undiscovered, I am throwing out
these remarks as a bouquet of
flowers, an offering to the magnanimous spirit of the people of
this city. May their perfume
reach to the last heart that beats
to the tune of "brotherly love"
whether he knows me or not.
After some considerable experience with sickness both in
my own home and in the home
of others, I am thoroughly convinced that one would not soon
find a place where there is greater sympathy or more willingness
t o help everywhere manifest.
Who is ever sick without feeling
about at least a few friends as
Paul felt about the Galatians
"that if it had been possible, ye
would have pulled out your own
eyes and given them to me?"
I am tempted to name a few
o f those who have prompted
these words, but the list grows
as I think of it to such length
that I am constrained to close by
saying that if they will call and
separate their dishes for me I
will carry them home What
cooks some of these Cbvis
are and how generous with
if an opwhat thty cook!-a- nd
portunity should never rome to
repay these favors, I shall be led
to pass some of them on to
others.
Gratefully,
wo-me-

C. W.

Lambert

n

$1.00 TER YEAR

LARGE MAJORITY

Easter in Clovis.
Some Flowers
While You Live Easter was observed with

CARRIES BY LARGE. MAJORITY

212; A. L. Dillon. 210.

BY

CARRIES

BOND ISSUE FOR $18,000.00

The election held Tuesday for
the purpose of electing five
school trustees and also to vote
on the $18,000.00 bond issue
aroused.moie interest than at
The
first seemed apparent.
this
bad
school conditions were
insufficient
of
year on account
school room and a feeling
seems to have been general that
there should not be a continuation of existing conditions any
concensus of
longer.
The
that a good
be
to
opinion seems
substantial ward school should
be built on the West side. The
by a good
bond issue carried
substantial majority. 487 votes
were cast, 357 in favor of th
issue anl 130 against t. A
total of 493 votes being cast
for directors and bond issue.
The five trustees selected out
of the ten named were: W. H.
Taylor, 378; A. J. Rodes. 357;
W. I. Luikart. 273; D. N. Croft,
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churches. Protestant and Catholic. The new dresses and beautiful hats were in evidence too,
which also featured the coming
of Easter and made us realize
that springtime had come at last.
"The Open Daor," the name of
the Easter exercises at the
Christian church, by the Sunday School children, with Misses
"Sweetie' Oldham and Pauline
Downing taking leading parts,
was a decided success and much
praise is due Mesdames Claude
Downing, Mansingo and Hicks
for training the children.

Christian Church.
Beginning next Sunday, the
Christian Church will hold its
evening services in the Lyceum for a time. Careful thought
will be taken to make each service interesting and helpful to
all. Special music every Sunday evening. Come and help

Coleman-Fifie- ld

Last Friday evening at eight
o'clock Rev. Ralph D. Fifield, of
Texico, an d Miss Elsie Coleman,
of Minnesota, were married at
the church i n Farwell. The
church was beautifully decorated, and the seating capacity
would not accomodate
people.
Miss Coleman was at
tended by Mrs. Hendrix as matron of honor and Mr.Fifield's
first man was Rev. Hendrix,
pastor of the Methodist church
A simple ring cerein Texico.
mony was performed by C. W.
Lambert, pastor of the Christian
church of Clovis.
Mr. Fifield has recently taken
the work as minister of the
Christian churhes of Farwell,
Portales and Melrose and has already a large number of friends
in these places who are glad to
welcome his helper and to wish
them success and happiness in
their new work.

the

Praetorians

All members of Clovis Council
us.
o f Praetorians No. 770
Rev. B. J. Rice, of El Paso, especially urged to be present
Texas will be here April 16th, at the next regular meeting of

are

15th and 18th to preach for us
and to lead us in a special campledges for our
paign
for
building fund. This campaign
is to be brougt to a climax at
the Lyceum Sunday evening,
Apr. 18th. Mr. Rice is the
president of the New Mexico
West Texas Christian Mission-ai- y
Society and 'is a man of national reputation. You can't
afford to' mis3 hearing him.

Methodist Church.

If we can have an attendance
of seventy three more this
Sunday at Sunday School, than
last Sunday, we will then have
three hundred in our Sunday
School. Let us see how near
these figures
we can reach
this Sunday. Subject for the
morning sermon, the Martyrdom of St. Stephen. The subject for the evening service
will be, "What are we going to
do about the saloons? We are
anxious for all the boys under
fifteen to attend the evening
service. Let every member of
the church be present at the
evening service and bring a
white kerchief. J. H. Messer,
Pastor,

Praetorians, the second Tuesday
the 13th. o f April, a t
Praetorian Hall, which was fornight

merly known as Moose Hall.
Some special work and1 several
will take the Queen's Degree.
The ladies will serve refreshments.
Make a special effort to be
present.
J. R. Elmore, Recorder.
B, M. Brizendine,
Sublime Augustus.

A Biithday Party.
Master Ray Blumlein entertained 32 friends in honor of
his sixth birthday, Wednesday,
at the residence of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blumlein
in West Clovis. The afternoon
was spent in playing out door
games. At the conclusion of
their frolic, Mrs. Blumlein served the children with dainty refreshments. She was assisted
in the serving by little Misses
Juanita Brashire and Alice
Honeycutt.

Ambulance Team
Makes Spectacular Run.
Considerable commotion

which was hitched to a load of
coal became frightened and ran
away, using Main street "for
their course while en route back

to their
At the
boards
balance

stable at the hospital.
first crossing the side
jarred loose, and the
of Main street to Monroe was strewn with the valuable commodity.
Onewould
have thought that the long
looked for paving of Main had
begun. Att'y J. S. Fitzhugh,
while trying to stop the runaway was hit by a Ford car,
which was driven by a woman.
Outside of rather a severe
shake up, Mr. Fitzhugh was
soon able to be about and joking over the incident.
Clovis Woman' Club.
The Clovis Womans Club met
last week at the home of the
president, Mrs. T. J. Stalker.
This was a special meeting called to study numbers on the
year book which had baen omitted at previous
meetings.
There was a good attendance
and the program was very enjoyable to those present.
The Club met last Tuesday
afternoon in regular session
with Mrs. F. K. Mason.
The meeting opened with
quotations from the
Bible.
Miss Curren responded with a
piano solo, "Humoresque" and
Mrs. S. C. Nutter read a beau
tiful poem, "Easter Angels" by
G. W4 Crofts, an Iowa poet,
which explained the significance
of Easter.
During the hour of chatting,
enjoyable refreshments of angel food cake and chocolate
-were served.
1

Miss Orpha Appleman wishes
to announce that she has not
been sick with nervous prostration and has not given up her
music class, as has been reported. She has recently
been
sick with a cold but has been
teaching right along with entire
Will sell
household goods, satisfaction. She is a gradufarming implements and shoe ate of the Kansas Interstate
shop, in Texico cheap. On ac- School, a branch of the Western
count of sickness, must leave. Conservatory of Chicago, and is
Jeniton Apples $1.50 per box at Appiy to H. H. Hale, Texico, competent and well able to
2t handle a good class of pupils.
the Model Grocery. Peone 29. N. M.
.

WE HAVE GROWN TOO!

V
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Why? Because the confidence we have placed in the manufacturers of
high class merchandise has resulted in two things.
First -- our customers have developed the same kind of confidence in our
ability to purchase gooes that please in every particular.
Second-take such pride in our stock that we keep it up to date and
complete. At the sams tims we have perfected a store service that enables our customers to make their purchases without delay. They know
the value is there and no time is bit.
Our service keeps old costomers and attracts new ones.
we

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Company.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"
KB I

was

started along Main St Friday
morning when the hospital team

THE CLOVIS NEWS
Into Its holster and turned away.
Taking the seat next to tha chauf- - Inky cloud shouldering up over tha brilliance slashed through the window
"Be kind to ber. Alan," she aald la teur, bo gave tha word to drive on; mountains to tba muslo of distant rem- like a flaming aword and smote
In tba band of Seneca Trine,
an uncertain volca: "She didn't under and they slipped away from the Iocs-- bllngs.
discharging tha weapon even aa It
stand and and I goaded her beyond tlon of the mining catup, saluted by
Nor was this all; a considerable
struck blm dead.
endurance, I'm afraid. Forglva ma
from the miners.
gree of restlessness was surely
Aa ba fell tha bolt swerved and
window,
to
but
be
ber
from
an
who,
ber
always!"
hour
passed
one
kind
In
word
a
donabla
without
of
Motion
the
Version
Novelized
Picture
Drama of Ilia Same Nana
A
populous struck two others down Alan Law
Somehow, Mindly, she stumbled out spoken by any member ot the party, watched a carriage-driv- e
Produced by tha Universal Film Co.
of the cabin Into tha open, possessed Each was deep in bis or her own aa--. with vehicles (for the most part mo- - and tha woman who bad just been
1 a thought whose temptation was peclal preoccupation:
Alan turning tor cars) bringing to the hotel gayly made bis wife.
stronger than ber powers of resist- over plans for an early wedding; Rose dressed men and women, the guests
CHAPTER LIV.
ance. What Rosa had failed to ac- bugging the contentment regained Invited to the wedding of Rose Trine
Br LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
complish might now serve to resolve through
her lover's protestations; and Alan Law.
AaUm tf "Th FMmm Hmmmr." "Tim Btmt BM.""Tlm Blmck BmT.
Tha Wife.
Within another ten minutes the
Judith's problem. . . . None, aha told Judith lost In profoundest melancholy;
DItmJ witi Paetefraasj freaj the Pictare Praladlaa
Again three daya elapsed; and. Juherself, bitterly, would seek to binder Trine nursing his rage, working him- man Judith loved with all bur body
her. But she meant so to arrange the self up Into a silent fury whose conse- aud soul would be the husband of ber dith, returning from the double funeral of ber father and alster, doffed)
slater.
matter that none should see or sus- quences were to be more
OopttUjuI, wt, by leVUs Joseph Tun
pect and be moved to interfere.
She had told herself she was re- ber mourning for a gown less somber
than even he dreamed in hla wildest
signed : but she was not, and she and more suited to tba atmoapbera of
Round the shoulder of the moun- moments.
SYNOPSIS.
foreman of the hydraullo mining out- tain, on the road along
development, for all that, would never be. Her heart was brea': a sickroom, then relieved tbe nurse-IIts
edge
first
the
the
of
fit) and out into the room adjoining. cliff,
charge of Alan.
Ins In her bosom as she sat there,
she was sure ot freedom from was desperate enough.
em
And there, pulling the door to gently observation.
Tha I of Heaxta la the "death-alsn- "
He remained as he had been ever
The r.ged monomaniac occupied tho watrhlnir. wattlnc. listening to the
ployed by Hn"' Trine, an axed and cripbehind
ber,
many
paused
sp
and
aba
for
right-hanAnd yet, s'ich Is the inconsistency
pled monomaniac. In tha private war of
since the falling of the thunderbolt
corner ot tha rear seat ever heavier detonations of tbe
vengeance which he wvrea agalnat Alan minutes stood in tensestrung content
the human animal, tha instinct for Thus bis one able hand waa next to proacblng thunderstorm and to the In absolute coma.
Law, aon of Ilia mun (now dead) who waa platlon of tha man she loved Alan of
organ
aowu
But be lived, and or the physicians
was stronger than Judith, In close Juxtaposition to tha Jubilant pealing of a great
Innoc.mtly roapntuiihle (or the accident
which rendered Trine a helpleae- - Invalid Law, asleep In a chair beside a table, ber purpose: when a touring car awung revolver In the bolster on ber hip.
lied must soon regain consciousness.
below.
(or Ufa. Alan ralla In Vv witn kom, bis head pillowed on bla folded arms. round
though
Kneeling beside his bedside Judith
The had told herself that,
the mountain and shot toward
Without the least warning bis left
Trlne'a daughter, and hie lova la returned.
This was leave-takinbetween them her, aha checked herself hastily and hand closed upon the weapon, with' resigned, she could not bear to wit prayed long and earnestly.
Judith. Roae'a twin and double, but
woman of violent paaslona and erratlo
and be would never know.
jumped aside In ample time to escape drew It and leveled It at the back of ness the ceremony. Now as tha moWhen she arose It was to answer
temper, promlata her father to compaaa
Far better ao: Judith felt she could. being run dowu.
ment drew near when the marriage a tap upon tha door. She admitted
Alan a death; but iinonr aramaiio oiroum
Alan'a
head.
uoi mist nerseir to say farewell to
The next Instant the machine waa
Aa he pulled the trigger Judith flung would be a thing finished, fixed, Tom Barcua and suffered blm to lead
wllllnfly, wm her love. Judith then turn
mm without breaking down and con- lurching
Irretrievable, she found herself un her Into tbe recess of the window,
to a halt and tha sonorous herself bodily upon tha arm.
agalnat her father and sucoeearullv op
fessing
tha utter wretchedness that accenta of Seneca Trine were saluting
Doaea hie attorn to cauae Alan to be aa
to endure the strain alone,
able
Even
so,
where they conversed In guarded
goal,
the
bullet
found
a
hla
and
raeroanarlea.
aMea
aeaalnated hv
threatened to overwhelm her each bar:
Slowly, against her will, she rose tones In spite of the fact that th
though In another than the Intended
After many adventures Alan. Rose. Judith time she forced
herself to face the
and Ilarcua, Alan'a beat friend, eaoape to
"Judith You here! Whet the devil! victim. The muscular forearm of tha and stole across the floor to ber fa subjeot of their communications could
the mountain nountry or aoutnern Cali- thought that thla parting muBt be Where' ve ye been? Where are Marro- - chauffeur
ther's chair.
not possibly have beard them.
received It
fornia and there leave Trine helpleaa and final.
phat and Jimmy?"
His breathing was slow and regu
frtendleaa throuah oaualng the death (I
With a shriek of pain tha man re
"I've come to tell you something,
Like a thief she stole across the
unquesof hla two drat lieutenant
Digging
nails of her fingers pain leased the wheel and grasped hi
lar; beyond doubt he slept;
Barcus announced with characteristic
creaking floor to Alan's side, hesitated, fully into the
why
she awkwardness,
tionably there was no reason
palms, she breathed arm.
"I've known It for
bent ber head to his and touched her deep, fightingherdown
CHAPTER LI.
hysteria, ve assertBefore Alan could move to prevent should not leave him for ten minutes
days ever since the wedding.
three
Hps to his cheek a caress so light
ing her
In so short a apace the disaster the car, running without even though he waked It could not In fact and kept It to myself, not
that be slept on In Ignorance of It.
The Naw Judith.
of time that her father failed to ap- a guiding hand, caromed off a low harm him to await her return at the knowing whether I ought to tell you
Then,
as
stupor
dragged
she lifted her head and preciate that there was anything unProm Bleep as from
end of that scant period
yet or not."
embankment to the left and shot
Judith Trlno awakened, struggling atood erect, bosom convulsed with common In the mind of the girl.
Like a guilty thing, on feet as noise
Into
a
He paused, eyeing ber uncertainly,
shallow
right,
on
ditch
the
silent
sobs,
she looked squarely Into
back to consciousness like tome ei"Where?" be demanded angrily aa shelling Its passengers like peas from less as any sneak thief's, she crept unhappily.
the faoe of Rose.
hanated diver from the black depth
at
she approached the car, "where, I a broken pod.
door
the
from the room, closed
"I am prepared," Judith assured
surface of a night
to the
want to know, are Marrophat and JimAlan catapulted a good twenty feet lentlv. ran down the ball and de him calmly.
CHAPTER Lll.
bound pool.
my? Haven't you seen or heard any- through the air and alighted with scended by a back way. a little-use"You're nothing of the sort," be
At first she could by no means recthing of them? They left me at six such force that he lay stunned for staircase, to the lower ball, approach countered.
argumentative.
"You
Tha Old Adam.
ognize hor surroundings.
This rude
o'clock this morning, to go after"
lng the scene of the marriage,
several moments.
couldn't be. It's the most amazing
A
long
elapsed
minute
plank
before
and
rough
either
walls
of
ohamber
Constructed in imitation of an old thing Imaginable. . . . See here . . .
"Dead!" the girl Interrupted, sen
When he came to, he found Barcus
primitive furnishings; this wide, bard woman moved or spoke.
tentious, eyeing him strangely.
helping him to bis feet; a heavy sev Spanish mission chapel. It contained
"Well?"
Transfixed
beside Alan's
chair,
oouch she shared with her still slum'
I don't believe It!" the old man
touring car halted In the one of the finest organs in the world
"You understand,
don't you, that
berlug slater, Rose; tho view revealed steadying herself with a hand upon Its screamed, aghast. "I won't believe
range
Its
at
this
close
roadway
Indicated the manner In which
Alan must never know that Rose waa
It
back, Judith stared at the figure In You're lying
by an opeq window at the bedside
the
warnings
of
vied
tones
with
the
to me, you jade! You're his friend had arrived on the scene
killed by that lightning stroke?"
moun the doorway. In a temper at once dis- lying"
a fair perspective of tree-clastorm. Judith, lurking In a passageof the accident.
"What do you mean?"
comfited and defiant. With this she
tains through which a
way
the
whose onen door revealed
'I am not," she broke In coldly. "I
When damages were assessed it
"I mean," the mnn floundered mis
eanyon rolled down to an emerald suffered a phase of Incredulity, was am telling you the plain
truth . , . was found that none of the party had altar steps and chancel, was shaken erably, "you see, be loved her so I
plain, convsyed nothing to her Intel scarce able to persuade herself that They followed us all morning In that suffered seriously but the chauffeur to the very marrow of her being by thought
I'm sure It would be best
this was truly Rose who confronted red racer, firing at us all the while. and Seneca Trine himself.
llgence.
of the If you can bring yourself
former the majestic reverberations
to it to let
ber Rose whose sweet and gentle Finally they caught up with ua here, had only his wound to showThehowever,
A formless sense of some epochal
music.
blm go on believing It wasn't Rose
change In the habits and mental proc-- nature had ever served aa the butt
Since they had regained contact who was killed, but Judith. And that'
esses of a young lifetime, added to of Judith's contemnt abd ruthless
with civilization In a section of th skutlng so close to the truth that It
ridicule.
her confusion.
country where the Law estate had makes no difference: the
Judith Alan
Here was revolution with a venge
What, Indeed, had become of the
vast holdings or land, the chapel waa knew and the Judith I knew In
wild thing, Judith Trine of yesterday? ance, when Rose threatened and
thronged with men and women who
Is gone as completely ss
Surely she had little enough In com' Judith shrank!
had known Alan's father and wished though she and not Rose had been
It was as If the women had ex
mon with this Judith of today, in
to honor his son
killed."
whose heart was no more room for changed natures while they slept.
Above stairs, In the room Judith
After a long pause, the girl asked
The countenance that Rose showed
envy, haired, malice or any uncharlt
had quitted, Seneca Trine opened him quietly: "I understand
But In
her
sister was a thundercloud rent
ableness, so full was it of love which,
both eyes wide and laughed a silent It Ksglb!e you don't understand
that.
though It was focused upon the person by the lurid lightning of hor angry
laugh of savage triumph when the If l were to
consent to this proiwsl- of one man, none the less embraced eyes. Her pose was tense and alert,
door closed behind his daughter.
tlon, lend myself to a deception which
all the world even her sister and like the pose of an animal set to
At last he was left to his own de I must maintain through all my life
successful rival In that one man's af spring. In her hand hung a revolver,
fitting
most
the
a
at
time
vicesand
to come Alan would consider me hla
the same (Judith's hand sought the
fectlons.
Imaginable for what he had In mind wife?"
This change had not come upon her holster at her hip and found it empty)
With a grin, Seneca Trine raised
Well, but you see you are hla
without warning. She bad been al that her sister had worn and for
both arms and stretched them wide wife.
Oh, don't think I'm off my
gotten
to
remove
dropped,
most Insensibly aware of Its advent
when she
apart.
bat. I'm tolling you the plain, unvar
through the gradual softening of that
with fatigue, upon the bed.
Then, grasping the arms of hi
nlshed truth.
You are Alan'a wife.
And slowly, toward the end of that
old Judith's hard and vengeful nature
chair, he lifted himself from It and
.
No. listen to me. You remem
in the course of the last few days. long, mute minute, the girl's grasp
stood trembling upon his own feet for ber that day In New
York when you
But now that the revolution was ac- tightened upon the grip of the weapon
the first time in almost twenty years substituted for Rose, when
Alan tried
and Its muzzle lifted.
complished, she hardly knew herself
This, then, was the secret he had to elope with
her, and you went with
Remarking this, a flash of her one
she hardly knew the world. Indeed1,
hugged to his embittered bosom,
to
him
Jersey
City,
and stood np to be
so differently did she regard It not time temper quickened Judith. Of a
secret unsuspected even by the at married by a preacher
guy named
sudden, with a start, she crossed the
without something of the wide-eyetending surgeon; that through the Wright
and Marrophat broke In Just
wonderment of a child to And all floor In a single, noiseless stride, and
motor accident three days ago be had at the
critical moment and buated up
Lightning Kills Trine and (trlkea Down Alan and Rose.
things so new and strange and beautl threw herself before her sister.
regained the use of limbs that had
tne party 7"
Well?" she demanded hotly. "What
fnL
been stricken motionless strangely
"Well?" she demanded breathlessly.
are you waiting for? Nobody'a stop about nooii came up this road shoot- while Trine lay still and senseless at enough, by a motor car nearly two
And this was the work of Love!
Barcus produced a folded yellow pa
ing over the windshield.
It was our a very considerable distance from tbe decades since.
Now the chain of memories was ping you: why don't you shoot?"
per from his coat pocket and profquit oomplete, no link laoking In Ita
The upward movement of the band lives or theirs. We turned the hydrau wrecked automobile.
Slowly but surely moving to the
fered It.
Nothing but a barely perceptible bureau In
oonttnulty. she recalled olearly every waa checked: the weapon bung level Ho stream on them and washed the car
the room, he opened one
"Read that. It waa handed to ma
Incident that bad marked the slow to Judith's breast as level and un- over the cliff. If you don't believe respiration and Intermittently flutter of Ita drawers and took out some
best man. just before the cere
growth of this great love she had for equivocal aa the glance that probed me, get somebody to show you their lng pulse persuaded them that tha thing he had. without her knowledge,
flame of life was not extinct In that seen Judith put away there while shs mony. Seeing it waa addressed to
AJsn Law, from that first day, not yet her eyes and the tone of Rose's voice faces,"
Alan and knowing he waa In fc. fframe
She Indicated with a gesture two poor, old,
body.
a month old, when he bad escaped the as she demanded:
thought he slept
forms that lay at a little distance
'What were you doing there?"
fiery deathtrap she bad aet for bint
Then, with this hidden In the of mind to be bothered by telegrams,
CHAPTER LIU.
"ind repaid her only by risking bla Ufa
'It you must know from me what back from the roadside, motionless
pocket of his dressing gown he i snpd it into my pocket and forgot
When I
anew to save bar from destruction, you already know on the evidence of beneath a sheet of canvas the bodies
steered a straight If very deliberate all about It temporarily.
The Last Trump.
to of Trlne's creatures, recovered by the
course to the door, lot himself out, came to find It, I took the liberty of
down to this very morning when the your eyes I was bidding good-bToward the evening of the third and like a materialized specter of the reading It. nut read It for yourself."
atream from a hydraulic notsle had the man I love kissing blm without mining gang and brought up for a
The typewritten lines of the long
day following the motor spill, Judith man he once had been, navigated the
his knowledge or consent before leav- Christian burial.
awept over the blink of a three hundrThe last bitter drop that brimmed sat In tbe deeply recessed window of corridor to the head of the broad message blurred and ran together al
ed-toot
precipice a crimson racing ing him to you for good and all!"
his cup of misery was added when a bedchamber on the second floor of central staircase and step by step, most Indeclphernbly In Judith's vision.
"What do you mean?"
automobile containing two desperate
"That I'm going away that 1 can't Alan Lav himself appeared, leaving a hotel sltusted In tbe heart of Call' clinging with both hands, negotiated None the less, she contrived to grasp
ten bent upon compassing the death
me sunstance of Its meanlnar.
lands.
stand this situation any longer. Marro-ph- the miners' cabin In company with fornla's
the descent
f ber beloved.
"WHY DIDN'T YOU WIRE MH
uebind her Seneca Trine sat, apBy that act of sheer
and Jimmy are dead, my father's his betrothed Rose now soothed and
The lobby of the hotel was deserted.
the world was richer for the loss of helpless and I mean to see that be comforted, smiling through the traces parently asleep. In a wheeled Invalid As the ceremony approached Its end SOONKR," It ran: "MARRIAGE TO
REV.
MR.
every guest and servant In the house ROSE IMPOSSIBLE.'
two blackhearted blackguards, and remains so. Nothing, then, stands in of her recent tears as she clung to chair.
There was no occupant of tho room, was crowding the doorway to the WRIOIIT INFORMED ME YOUR
Alan Law might now be considered the way of your marrying Alan but her lover, nestling in the hollow of
Though he had lain nearly two chapel. None opposed the progress MARRIAGE
TO
JUDITH
LAST
ssfe from further persecution since me. And such being the case and his arm.
To Alan, on the other hand, this days in coma, ber father's subsequent of this ghastly vision In dressing WEEK HAD GONE TOO FAR WHEN
there now remained not one soul loyal because he's as dear to mo as he Is
JUenough to Seneca Trine to prosecute to you I'm going to take myself oft rencontre seemed to afford nothing progress toward recovery of his .nor gown and slippered feet, chuckling MARROPHAT INTERRUPTED.
but the pleasantest surprise Imagin- mal state had been rapid. Now, ac- Insanely to himself as he tottered DITH
LEGALLY
YOUR
WIFE.
bis private war of vengeance against and keep out of the way."
cording to a council of surgeons and through the empty halls and corrl WOULD
HAVE
ADVI8ED
YOU
For fear lest he find out that you able.
Alan. And though that aged mono"Well!" be cried, releasing Rose physicians who had been summoned dors, finding an almost supernatural SOONER HAD YOU LET ME KNOW
maniac bad means whereby he might love him?"
to
to
on
running
TO
bis
case,
down
deliberate
the car. "Here's
he was in strength to sustain him till he found WHERE
ADDRESS YOU. HOPHJ
Judith's Hp curled. "Do you think and
parcbas other scoundrels and corrupt them to his hideous purposes, him so witless be doesn't know that luck! And at the very moment when a fair way to round out the average himself face to face with his chosen TO HEAVEN THIS GETS TO YOU
span
I was calling my lucky star hard
of a sound man's lifetime. He enemy and victim.
BEFORE TOO I.ATE."
Judith was determined
he should already?"
The message was signed with the
And so you leave him to mi out of names! How can I ever reward your bad apparently suffered nothing In
never again have any opportunity so
The first that blocked bis way Into
thoughtfulness, Mr. Trine? It beats consequence of his accident more
chapel, a bellboy of the hotel, name of Alan's confidential man of
to do. Though Alan, she knew, would your charity! Is that it?"
the
Any way you like. But If it a ao me how you do keep track of me this serious thsn prolonged unconscious- looked round at the first touch of the business In New York.
never lift his hand to blazer her
hours claw-likWhen Judith looked up ahe waa
hand upon hla shoulder and
father's freedom of action, she, Judith, Intolerable to you to think that I dare way happening along like thla every ness. For the last twenty-fou- r
meant to take such steps as bis perse- love him and confess It to you If time I need a car the worst wsy In he had been in full possession of bis shrank back with a cry of terror a alone In the room, but for the silent
faculties and (for some reason Impos- cry that was echoed from half a pntlent on his couch.
cution called for. If there were any you begrudge me the humiliation of the world!"
Slowly, almost, fearfully, she crept
"Drive on!" Trine screamed to the sible to Judith to fathom) uncom- dosen throats within another Instsnt.
lust ice In the land If there were asy stooping to kiss a man who- doesn't
afraid chauffeur. "Drive on, do you bear?" monly cheerful.
alienists capable of discriminating be- want my kisses -- It ynu a
As If from the path ot some grisly to his bedside and stood looking down
From this circumstance she drew visitant from tbe world beyond the Into the fane of her husband.
But Judith had stepped up on the
tween Trtne's apparent sanity and bll of losing him while I live ..d love
running board and was eyeing the a certain sense of mystified anxiety. grave, the throng pressed back and
And while she looked Alan'a lashes
mania then surely not him very well, then!"
many days more should pass Into hisWith a passionate gesture Judith driver coldly, with one hand signifi- Twice In tbe course of tba morning cleared a way for Seneca Trine, fa- fluttered, his respiration quickened, a
faint color crept Into bla pallid cheeka
tory without witnessing his consign- tore open the bosom of ber waist, cantly resting on the butt of the she bad caught his eye following her ther of tha bride.
and his eyes opened wide and
ment to an Institution for the crimi- offering her flesh to the muzzle of the wespon at her side. The car remained with a gleam of sardonlo exultancy,
And aa the way opened and he
aa though he nursed some secret of looked up toward the altar and saw looked Into hers.
at a standstill.
revolver.
nal Insane.
Sulphurous profanity followed, a extraordinary potentialities.
His Hps moved and breathed a word
A cry broke from the lips of Rose
She, Judith, would see to that, and
Alan standing hand In hand with
And yet (she argued) it was quite Rose while the minister Invoked a of recognition:
that waa like the cry of a forlorn child pungent atream of vituperation that
then . . .
"Judith!"
punished with cruelty that passes Its was checked only by Judith's inter- Impossible that he should have some blessing upon tbe union that had been
The woman sighed once more.
With a low cry of tenderness, tha
Then Rose and Alan would marry understanding. She fell back against ruption: "We've had to gag you once fresh scheme brewing for the assassin- but that Instant cemented, added
the wall. The revolver swept up before, you know. If you want another ation of Alan. Not a soul had had any strength, the strength of the Insane, girl sank to her knees and encircled
and live happily ever after.
sort of communication wltn him since was given to Seneca Trine.
his head with her anna.
through the air but Its mark was taste of that keep on!"
But what of Judith?
"Judith." she whispered, hiding her
"But where's Barcus?" Judith de- his recovery but the attending sur
When Alan, annoyed by the dis
She made a small gesture of resig- her own bead rather than Judith's
manded when, after helping Rose Into geon, a man of unimpeachable char turbance In tbe body of the chapel, face In his bosom, "Judith is no
nation to ber destiny. What became bosom.
But before her finger found strength the car and running off to thank their acter, a meek mannered trained nurse, looked round, It was to see the aged more . . ."
of ber no longer mattered, so that
and herself, Judith. Under such clr maniac standing within a dozen feet
A pause; and then the feeble voire:
Alan were made happy in such hap- to pull the trigger the man at the hosts, Alan returned alone to the car.
"Then, if I waa mistaken. If you
"Goodness only knows," the young cumstances be simply could not bava of him; and as he looked and cried
table, startled from his sleep by the
piness as be coveted.
out In wonder. Trine whipped a re- aren't Judith, you must be Rose my
And now the thought stirred her sound of angry voices, leaped from man answered cheerfully. "He would set a new cot.splracy afoot
And yet . . . She was oppressed volver from the pocket of hla dressing wife!"
sharply that what was to be done hla chair with a violence that sent It Insist on rambling off down the cangreat
uneasiness.
gown and swung It steadily to bear
She said steadily: "I am your wife."
clattering to the floor, and hurled him yon In seerch of an alleged town by a
must be done quickly, If at all.
Perhaps (she reasoned) the weath- upon Alan's bead.
His hands fumbled with her face.
And the almost level raya of the self headlong Across the room, im- where we could hire a motor
I tried to er was responsible for this feeling, in
At that Instant the storm broke closed upon her cheeks, lifted her
down there.
declining sun, striking In through the prisoning the wrist of bis betrothed
Ith Infernal fury upon the land.
head until her eyes must look Into
cpen window, counseled haste If Judith with one hand while the other wrested make him understand that we had some measure at leaBt. The day had
A crash of thunder so beavy and his.
were to accomplish her Intention of the weapon away and passed it to plenty ot time, but be was mulish as been unconscionably hot, a day withAnd for many minutes be held ber
he generally Is when he gets a foolish out a breath of air. Now, as it drew prolonged that It seemed to rock the
leaving this place and finding her Judith.
Rose!" he cried thickly, "what does notion Into his head. So I daresay toward Its close. Its heat seemed to be- very building upon Its foundations. so, looking deep Into the aoul of th
father again before nightfall.
With the utmost care she rose from this mean? Are you mad? Judith" we'll meet him on bis way back or come more and more oppressive even accompanied the shattering of a huge woman.
window.
as Its light was darkened by a por stained-glasDragging the bosom of her waist else asleep somewhere by tbe
Then quietly he said: "I know . .
the bed, crept to tha door of the room
A bolt of bluish flame ot dazzling
tentoua phenomenon a vast pall of
I new recognised as tha quarters of tha together, Judith thrust tha weapon
THE NU
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97 NEW LAWS
ABSOLUTIONS AND MEMORIALS
PAUSED BY NEW MEXICO
80LON8.
Review of Measure Passed by Second
8tat Legislature, Showing Bill
and Resolutions Filed With
Secretary of 8tat.

Santa Fe. Th

Senate and House
bllla enacted Into laws and now on file
with the secretary of state, and the
resolutions and memorials also on file

there, total

There are

ninety-seve-

ednees to county officer where the
provisions of House Bill No. Ill fall
to supply fund for their compensaApproved
tion ana reimbursement.
March ; filed March 10.
11. J. R. No. IS.
To provide for
the New Mexico College of
operative agricultural extension work
Agriculture and the United States Le- Approved
of Agriculture,
Sartment filed
March 10.
11. J. R. No.
Directing the cor- commission to Inform the
R oration
louae what atop have been taken
toward fixing railway fare at three
cent per mile. Law by limitation;
filed March 10.
II. H. No. 14. Thanking the attorney general of New Mexico and the
judge of the Third Judicial District.
Law by limitation; filed Mnrch 10.
II. li. No. 161. An act to codify the
Inw or the State or New Mexico. Approved Mnrch II; filed March 10.
H. M. No. 421. An act to amend Sec.
IIS of the Compiled Laws of ISM.
Approved March 10; filed March 10.
H. B. No. 144. An act relutive to orphan and Indigent children. Approved
March 10; filed March 10.
H. B. No. 76. An act requiring railroad In New Mexico to equip locomotive tranaporting train with
etc. Approved March 10; filed
March 10.
II, B. No. St. An act to amend Sec.
S of Chap. 119 of the Session Laws of
1801.
Approved March 10; filed March
10.
H. B. No. 127, as amended. An aot
creating a tax commission and defining It power; limiting the rate of
taxation and fur other purposes. Approved Mnrch 12; filed March 12.
H. B. 882, as amended. An act to
the assessment and
frovide for
mine
and mineral land and
Improvement
In
connection
used
Approved March 12; filed
therewith.
March 12.
H. B. No. 236, aubatltute.
An act to
provide for the lasensment and taxation or livestock. Approved March 12;
filed Mnrch 12.
H. B. No. 805. An act regarding the
Ineligibility of certain persona to hold
office. Veto message No. 6, March 10;
filed March 13.
II. B. No. 867 An net concerning
the publicity and promotion of public
resources. Veto message No. 6. March
10; filed March 13.
H. B. No. 284. An act providing for
the appointment of a stale traveling
auditor and prescribing his duties.
Veto message No. I, March It; filed
Mnrch 13.
H. B. No. 8S8. An act appropriating
moneys for the payment of the clerk
of the Supreme Court and the superintendent of Insurnnce for aervlcea
rendered and not compensated, and
for the payment of clerk hire In the
office of the superintendent of Insurance, the state auditor and the state
treasurer, ror which no compensation
has been provided, nnd for refurnishing and
tne vault In the
office of the Clerk of the Sunrsmu
Court and for defraying additional
expenses in ine on ice or tne enid
clerk In the nature of contingencies,
and for general expense of the office
of the Ruperintoudeiit or Insurance fur
specific period. Veto meaaagti No. 2,
March : (lieu Alnrch 16.
II. B. No. 244. An act to define and
regulate the business of banking. Ap
proved Ainrcn in; inea .March lii.
II. B. No. 302. An act entitled "An
Act relutive to the duties of county
Approved March 16; filed
March 15.
H. B. No. 14.
An act for the organisation, management and
of agricultural, vltlcullural and horticultural
association. Approved March 16; filed
March 15.
II. B. No. 288 a amended. An act
to provide for the maintenance of th
New Mexico building nnd the exhibit
a
therein nt the
nt Sun Diego, California,
ing the year 1IA. and to make an durappropriation therefor. Approved March
IS; filed March 16.
It. H. No. 124. a amended. An net
to require the Inspection and registration of pedlgreea of stallions and
Jarks; to prescribe the fees ror such
Inspection and resist rst Ion nnd ror
transfer of certificates of the same; to
require the posting of certificates and
ndvertisemeiil of pure-bre- d
nnd grndo
stallions and Jacks: to regulnle the
advertisement
of grade stallion; to
provide for physical examination of
stallions, ond for disease or defect
which shall dlsmialiry
for service;
prohibiting the publication of false
pedigrees; providing petialtle for violation of thin net. Approved March
16: filed Mnrch 16.
H. B. No. 163. An act creating
a
tnte highway from the town of Cimarron, In the county of Colfux. to the
town of Tao. In the county of Taos,
and then to the city of Sonln Fe. Approved Mnrch IB; filed Mnrch 16.
H. B. No. P3 us amended. An act to
amend Chnp. 'll of the Session Laws
of the Territory of New Mexico of the
year 1909. entitled "An Act to provida
for the collection of certain nrcunntlon
taxes by the Incorporated cities of the
Territory of New Mexico.
Approved
March IS. 1909." Approved March 16l
filed March 16.
II. 11. No. 37. An net to amend Sec.
203H of the Compiled Laws of 1S97. relating to Inheritance by Illegitimate
children. Approved March 16; filed
March IS.
II. B. No. .118. n amended. An net to
amend Sec 4. 13. 19. 89. 40, 61. and &!.
of Chnii. 82. of the Session Laws of
1912.
Law hy limitation; filed March
.

head-light-

An set
W.
B. No. Ill, as amended.
to provide ror the priming ana aisiri-butlu- nn
of assessment books, and appro-nrltlmoney to mast a deficiency tn
the appropriation for like purposes for
; meu
year
1114. Approved Aiarcn
the
March I. carries emergency ciauae.
fixing
No.
161.
act
the
B.
An
a
time for holding terms of tne District
District
in
Court
the Third Judicial
;
Approved March
filed March (.
carries emergency ciauae.
An
8. B. No. 17, Senate substitute.
act to amend Bee. 26 uf Chapter gar- l
or the Lawe or 1109 relating to
nishment proceedings. Approved March
; filed Murch I.
R
H
No 187
An act to nrOVld
for the nomination and election of
United Stales senuturs snd filling va
cancies In suld office. Approved Marcn
I; filed March . Carries emergency
ciauae.
H. B. No. 110, Senate substitute.
An
act to amend Heel ion 2, Chapter on
oi .1906, regarding marriage u
uwi
cense, and for other purposes. Ap
proved March ; filed March 10.
8. B. No. Ill, a amended.
An act
creating an armory board or control
the construction of an armory In Carls
bad and authorising the Issue of bond
;
tneu
Approved March
llierefur.
Marcn ID. Carrie emergency ciauae.
8. B No. 64, ae amended. An act for
tne compulsory education of tn oiinu,
Approved
March I; filed March 10.
Curries emergency clause.
8. B. No. Ill, a amended.
An act
ralstiiiir to election reiiirns and can
vassing and declaring the results of
elections. Approved Murch I; filed

and forty-eigSenate
House measures.
Of the total numwere
ber of bills now on file, forty-onpassed with the emergency clause attached, and therefore are now effective.
The complete list of Senate and
House measures on file with the secretary of state follow:
House Bills and Resolution.
II. R. No. 1. To supply members of
the House with copli-- of the compiled
statutes, (union law. Journal and
Kited Jan. 26. 1U16.
constitution.
11. J. It. No. i.
KeiiuestniR the governor to lay before the l Kinlature all
Information In Ins iiupsesNiuii or at his
command conuernliiK the lullure of the
First State Bank of Im (Jrucea, etc.
Approved Fob. 1; filed Feb. 6.
11. B. No. 168.
An aot appointing-- a
Joint committee to Investigate the
management of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Muclmnlo
Arts, eto. Approved Feb. 11; filed Feb.
H. J. R. No. 1!. Reeolutlnne of
to the slates of Virginia,
5 reeling
orth Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas,
Texas. Arliona and California, for the
completion of the Southern National
Highway.
Approved Fub. It: (llud
Feb. JO.
H. B. No. SS. An act directing the
atate auditor to draw warrants upon
an unexpended balance of il.osu.0t, remaining: In the trtiiiHiiry as purt of
a deficiency appropriation for the Insurance of armories, provided by Bee
of Clinp. S3. Uvi of 1113. ApIt
proved Feb. 20; filed
Feb. 20.
H. B. No. 236. An act to authorise
the orfer and payment of a reward
for the arreet and conviction of the
murderer or murderers of Candldo
Chaves, a citizen of Mumlovnl county.
Approved Feb. its: filed Feb. 13.
11. H. No. Ml.
An act to amend Sea
Chap. 81, Laws of 1U01. relation
tto ofInventory
of deceased Dersnna' ea- tales. Approved Feb. 23 filed Feb,
H. J. M. No.
To the Senate and
Mouse of itetiresenlatlvea of the Con
irres or the united Macs of America
asking for relief for rorluln roHliliiils
of the County or Kierra. Mate of New
Approved Feb. 23: filed Feb.
Mexico.
S3
H. B. No. 65, ne amended by the
munie. An act authorizing the stnlo
hKlncer to extern! the lime for the
completion of the construction of Ir
rigation works ami power project
miner permit Krameri prior to Jan. 1
11112.
fixing the lei, lh of mich ex.
tenalon of time and the grounds thereof. Annroved Feb. 26: filed Feb. 2.
H. J. It. No. 19. To exnress to John
Vincent Conway, auperlntendent
of
schools or Malitn f 0 countv: M hi Con rad. hie assistant: the rural tenclieind the schoolboy and girl of Haula
re county, appreciation nnd recoKiiifion or ineir extrnordlimrv achieve
nient during; the lam three veura In
rural work. Approved Feb, 28; filed
Feb. 2.
H. 11. No. 219. as s mended bv the
An act relating to counly
Henuie.
(anlnry Mill Veto niissaRo No.
1. Feb. 2C; filed Feb. 27.
H. B. No. SJ. An act amending
Sec. 3528 of the Compiled Law
of
New Mexico of the year 18D7: provid
ing ror compcntiation or judge and
clerka of election, for Justice of the
ace, etc. Approved March 2; filed
March 2.
H. R No. 227. An art to amend
dec. Still of the Compiled Ijtw of
197, providing for hospital ward at
insane MViirni. Approved March 2;
filed March 2.
H. B. No. 12. An art to amend an
act cum led An Act to Kalnhllsh a
or New
.Museum ror mo Territory
Mexico and for other nurnoae. An- Feb. l!i, l!tu." Approved March
S roved
;
filed March 3.
H. M. No. !6. An act to amend
Chap II of the l.awn of New Mexico pa and at the second regular es- lon of the First State
entitled. "An Act entitled 'An Act In
amend
it of Hee. 3K47 of
the imnpntu i.tuvs or New Mexico,
807." H. H. No.
Annroved March
1.1. lftll."
Law by limitation; filed
March
H. B. No. 20(1. An net to amend
Hee. 5
of Chap. 3 of the Lawa of
New Mexico of IRilK. "An Act providg
ing for the removnl of officer,
a procedure therefor, and for
other piirpoHcn, C. B. No. 91). Annroved
Mnrch l". 1!H9." Law by limitation;
filed March 6.
II. .?. M. No. 5. Beiiueatlng thepna-ag- e
by the Congrena of the Cnited
Htntea of an net Kinntlnu 2.n(io.nnn
of the public domain of the
acre
United Hffitea to the Ktnte of New
Mexico for the creation and maintenance of highway
In I lie Slate of
Niw Mexico. Approved March 6; filed
March
H. B No. 20. An not to amend Sec.
1 of Chan. 26 of the l.awn of 10 Of. entitled. "An Act relative to the Kale of
portion of a Rtock or nierehanillne
other llinn In the nnlinnrv coin-sof
trade nnd for other ptirnoses, and providing a penalty." Approved March
H. B. Nn. 60. An net to create a
tnte highway between Hondo
in Lincoln county and Mogolloti
In Socorro countv. New Mexico; providing for the levy of n titx to construct a pnrt thereof; niithorlalng the
board of county commissioners of Socorro county to solicit and receive
contribution
for the roiml ruction of
a pnrt thereof; repealing Chan. 37 of
the Seanlnn law of mil. nnd nil net
and part of net In courilct with thin
act Approved Mnrch II; filed March
H. H. No. 78. An net to provide pny
for Juror In the Pistrlct Court. Approved March 6; filed Mnrch I.
H. J. M. No. 4. To the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United State, urging the adoption of
Hoiika Bill No. 6.108. Approved Mnrch
.
4: filed Mnrch
H. B. No. 2IH. An net to amend
entitled "An Act to
Sec. 1 of an
II of the
amend Sec. 2402.
I,awi of 1HP7." npnroved
Compiled
69
of
Mnrch 19, l!HI7: being Chap.
the law of 1907. Approved Mnrch 8;
filed Tt.Mnrch
No. 249. An act to provide
H.
for the mnlnt?u,nnce of the
Bgrlciilt urnl extension work, provided for In the net of CongreM entitled. "An Act to provide for
agricultural extension work, etc."
; filed Mnrch
10
Approved March
II W N". ir9. An net authorising?
the Issuance of certlflcntea of Indebt- -

Governor Act on Last BUI.
Governor McPonnld, on March 18,
signed eleven ntldltlonnl bills and ono
HmiHO joint resolution, and they wera
filed with the sccretury of state. The
bills signed follow:
Seunto Hill No. 103, by the committee on education. An net relating to
and
of teachers,
he certification
nnieiidlng Sections 8 und 4, Chapter
cluuse.
lij, of the Laws or mm.
commits
An act regarding
8. B. No. 75.
Senate Bill No. 10K. by the
net relntliig to
for public school, Increasing the tee on education. All Education,
nnd
sc hool term from five to seven months
the Slate Board of
and repeullng Chapter 61 of the Laws amending Section 1, Chapter 97, Laws
19117.
of 1912. Approved Feb. 10: filed Feb. of
Sulzer.
Sennte Bill No. 11. by M- - relating
10. Curries emergency clause.
auu
An act defining peddlers
R, 11. No. 21.
An net to further delicenses.
peddler'
to
providing
of
and
offense
libel
the
fine
Bill No. 29, bjr Mr. Tnnkey.
the punishment therefor. Law by lim- AnSennte
net relative to the cattle Indemitation. Filed Feb. 20.
fund.
nity
An act authorising
S. B. No. 131.
House Hill No. 198, by Mr. Sena. An
and directing the auditor and treas- net relative to the teaching of Spanurer of the stale of New Mexico to ish in the public schools.
transfer ecrlnln funds to the credit of
House Bill No. 199, by Mr. Sena. An
the legislative expense fund. Approved act relative to the training of rural
Feb. 26; filed Feb, 26. Carries emer- tenchera.
gency claiise
House Bill No. 177. by Mr. Blood.
An act conferring Jur8. II. No. 14.
An net providing ror the auditing of
isdiction on Justice of the peace In the book of municipalities.
case of misdemeanors. Approved Feb.
House Bill No. 4.14, by Mr.
20: filed Feu. 27. carries emergency
An net providing ror the orgnn
cluuse.
Ixntion of school cadet companies.
An act fixing tne time
S. II. Nn. 83.
House Bill No. 1, by Mr. Nestor
for holding the terms of District Court Mnntnya.
to road
An uct relative
In the Sixth Judicial District of the taxes.
House Rill No. 309. by Mr. Illark. An
slate of New Mexico. Approved Feb.
26; filed Feh. 27.
act providing for the Inspection of
R
An act hog and regulating shipments.
H. No. 27. as amended.
appropriating funds for the Improve
House Bill No. 2i!t. An net making
ments or tno mo uranue. Apprnven nn appropriation in connection with
emer the New Mexico-Tcxn- s
Keli. 26: filed Feb. 27. Carrie
boundary dispute.
gency clause.
, aa amennco,
r.xieou-ni- r
House Joint Ttesolutlon No. 20. ProB. J, It. rn,
congratulation
to the PanliamllH - viding compensation for capltnl employes for additional work performed
and Southwestern Cnttle Knlsers'
legislative session.
Approved Fen. 2s; men ns a result of
ncintlon.
Till carries an appropriation of f;iil.
27.
Feb.

State Valuation to Be Raised.
Santa Fe It will be nccessnry for
the slate tax commission created by
the Purfium tnx bill to place on the
additional property to the
tax roll
value of nt least $125,000,000, in order
to provide revenue for the present
need of tho state. Thl was brought
out at an Informol conference of members of the commission and (Sovernor
McDonald held following the temporary organisation of tho tnx commla-ioThe Cursum bill Unilts tho levy

for state purposes to three mills. The
full assessed
Valuation In 1&14 was
I272.7C7.1C5. With the limited levy It
will require a full valuation of practically $400,000,000 to produce sufficient
revenue for the present needs of the
state. That property to the value of
$125,000,000 would constitute only a
part of that which ha been escaping
taxation In New Mexico Is a mntter of
common knowledge, and It Is believed
that It should be easy for the tax
to plnce that amount additional on the tax rolls
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Senate Bill and Resolutions.
B. No. 2.
An act appropriating
money to defray the cost of legislative
printing, supplies, postage, etc. Approved Jan. 1!5; filed Jan. 26. Cnrrica
emergency clause. F.ricctlvc now.
S, II. No. 17. An act providing? for
the printing and distribution of bills,
Joint resolutions und Joint memorials,
nn
appropriation
nnd making
for
Apstumps and expenses of .mailing.
proved Jan. 25; filed Jan. 26. Carries
emergency clause.
8. II. Nn. 23. An act providing for
the payment of per diem and mllengo
of the lieutenant governor and members of the HecomT legislature of the
state of New Mexico. Approved Jan.
26; filed Jun, 26.
Carries emergency
8.

Aiarcn

id.

8. B. No. 135.
An act declaring the
road from Sliver city to Mogollon a
atate highway and providing a tax
levy tor maintaining aucu niguway,
Approved March 10: riled Murch 10.
An act
S. B. No. 70, as amended.
to amend Boca. 8, t and 8 of Chapter
22 or the session laws or tne eirsi
Legislature uf New Mexico (1912). AP
proved Murch 10; filed Murch 10. Carrie emergency clause,
S. M. No. 81. An act relating? to
presidential electors. Approved Marcn
10; filed March 10.
8. B. No. 164.
An act to amend an
"An act relating to counly
act entitled
lu
officer. ' etc Approved Marcn
filed March 10. Carries emergency

ALL

Housework Is a Borden
It's fiard enough to keep botiM if in
woman who is
perfect health, but
weak, tired and suffering from aa aching
back has a heavy burden.
Any woman in this condition has good
cause to suspect kidney trouble, especially if the kidney action seem disordered.
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thousands of suffering women. IT the beet
recommended special kidney remedy.

IW

A Colorado Cat
Alvlra Day,
rV
Ssk 227Mrs.
S. Becond Bt.,
"
Montrose,
Colo.,
.va nays:
suffered

i

"I
from pains in my
back and the flesh
over mv kidneys
swelled. My hand

were ewollen, too.
Doan's
Kidney
strengthened
Pill
and toned up my
kidneys and benefited my system In
every way. During
the oast year my
been floe,"
Gas

Dea'i at Aay

Stors,

BO

a Boa

WAV
DOAN'S
roaruMuuRN co, buffalo, n. y.
Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief

Permanent Cure

CARTER S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
v
J i
X.
faiL Purely vegeU' S
Die
act surely
1 .P.U I r kM
out gently on A
A
r I
cluuse.
the liver.
JT
W
I
U I
S. II. No. 69. as amended. An act Stop after
IllUb
lilt!.';?
authorising county commissioners tn
X
dinner distrtransfer moneys In court house repair
ess-cure
Apbuilding
to
fund.
court
house
fund
proved Murch 10; filed March 10. CarIndigestion.
ries emergency clause.
brighten the eyes.
8. B. No. 68.
An act changing the Improve the complexion,
common law rule with reference to SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Ap
purging from contempt, etc.
proved March 10: filed March 10.
Genuine must bear Signature
8. B. No. 144.
An act appropriating
funds to pay railroad fare of certain
students in the normal schools. Ap
proved March 10; filed Marcn 10.
An aot
8. II. No. 116, as amended.
creating an armory board of control
and providing for an armory In DomA Misreading.
ing and authorizing an Issue of bunds
Dr. Fltz Metzler of the University
Approved Murch lo; filed
therefor.
March 10. Curries emergency ciauae.
of Heidelberg said to a heckler In the
8. B. No. 166.
An act to regulate
the management or the state iiorury course of a neutrality lecture In Den'
and providing ror the appointment and ver:
fixing the salary ol a norarian aim
"My good friend, you "misread me.
ror other purposes, repealing Sectloiia
Law Purposely you misread me, my good
2187 to 2215, Inclusive, C. L. 1897.
by limitation,
rued Marcn iv, isia. friend. Tou are a bad a the wife
Carries emertrencv clause.
S. It. No. u.
An act to amend Sec
who was disgruntled.
tion 19,2 or the Compiled Lawe tn
"To this wife who waa disgruntled a
relutive to cotnncnsutlou of adminis
Approved young bride laid, over their afternoon
trator
and executors.
Murch 11; Hied Murch 11.
coffee and coffee cake:
8. H. No. 13. An act to amend sub
" 'I am so sad. Gustave Is away on
divisions 16 and 17 of Section 6 and
7
7
an
act
of
of Section
subdivision
a business trip. Thl 1 the first time
entitled "An act Drescrlblhg the Qual
ifications, etc.. of the inspector or since our marriage that I have been
mines, etc., approved June u. iviz.
left alone.'
Approveo Aiarcn lu; uiea Aiarcn 11.
" 'Oh, well, don't worry,' sneered the
Aa
H. 11. No. 42, Senate substitute.
act amending Sec. 1090 of the Com"
piled Laws of 1897 of the State of New other, 'It won't be the last.'
.Mexico relating to tne crime oi rape.
Annroved March 11: filed March 11.
FACE BATHING WITH
An act
S. U. No. 88. ue amended.
relative to trinls by Jury In criminal
Approved
cases In Justice courts.
March II: tiled Mnrch II.
Cutlcura Soap Moat Soothing to Sen
An act authorising
8. 11. No. 196.
Itlve 8kin. Trial Free.
and directing the auditor and treasurer
to transfer certain funds to the legisApproved
March
lative expense fund.
Especially when preceded by little
12; filed March 12. Carries emergency
clause.
louche
of Cutlcura Ointment to red,
S. B. No. S. An set In relation to
ublla moneys and ror other purposes, rough, itching and pimply aurface.
12.
aw hy limitation.
Filed March
Nothing better for the skin, acalp,
8. B. No. 77. substitute ror II. B. No,
hair and hands than these
77. An act relative to the publication
of delinquent tax list. Kecelved from
emollients. Why not look your
Senate and filed
chief clerk of theemergency
best a to your hair and akin?
March 13. Carries
clause.
K. B. No. 14, as amended.
All act
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Aprelntlve to chattel mortgages.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept XY,
proved March 16; filed March 15.
An act
8. B. No. 119, as amended
everywhere. Adv.
erontir.ir an armory board of control. Boston. Sold
ami providing for the construction of
armory
or
an
in tne town
untiun. eio.
Quite Different
uw oy unmauon. ruea aiarcn ah,
"One year ago a man could an
f'urrlea otriMrirollcv clause.
H
u. No. 51. An act limiting the nounce that be was going to Europe
amount that mny be raised by tnx levwithout creating a ripple of excite
ies, bv counties, cities, town and vilApproved March ment"
lage school districts.
15; filed Mnrch 16.
"And nowT"
An act
S. II. No. 126, na amended.
establishing certain state highways
"If he make that announcement
and providing for gates nnd auto
bridges thereon. Approveu emergency
Jinirn i;; everybody crowd around to have a
16.
filed
March
Curries
look at htm."
clause.
An act appropriating
S. B. No. 142.
funds for the support nnd maintenanceat
Important to Mothers
of the New Mexico orphans' school
VTvamlnu niruflllltr auurv hnttlA A
InstSanta F, and various charitable
CASTOR1A,
safe and sure remedy for
itution, etc. Approved March 16; file
March 16.
Infants and children, and see that tt

y

iiitti

6V AST

auper-cream-

reve-nuc-

yfeT

Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Tears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Hard Work.
"So you have a government clerk
ship, have you?'
"Yes."
"Don't have to do any work, I sup
pose?
"I don't eh? I have to get my pay
warrant every month, and get It
cashed."

FUTURE

THE

IN

RIGHT

Proof That Little Dorothy Had
bibed the Policies Advocated
by Her Mother,

FREE ADVICE

Im-

TO SICK WOCEI)

Dorothy's mother Is a suffragette of
Dorothy la a dear
advanced type.
little girt in a primary grade, but
aomewhat Inclined to copy her elders.
One day her teacher received a note
from the secretary of the school
board, but waited until after class to
read It. Dorothy returned for some
books and caught tears In the teacher's eyes (the latter had been denied
an Increase In salary upon which she
had based large hopes), and said:
"Why are you crying?"
The teacher laughed and said, "The
naughty old school board Isn't nice
to me I"
Dorothy took hold of the teacher's
hand with both her and said very
seriously, "Don't you cry any more.
When we get the vote we women will
correct such things!" The Sunday
Magazine.

Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense
Suggestions.
Women suffering; from any form of
female ills are invited to communicate
promptly with the

woman's private

correspondence department of the Ly
dlaELPinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass. Your letter
will be opened, read
and answered by a
woman and held In
strict confidence. A woman can freely
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
thus has been established a confidential
correspondence which bas extended over
many year and which haa never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or nsed a letter without the
written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letter to get outfit their possession, as the hundreds of thousand
of them in their flies will attest
Out of the vast vrfume of experience
which they have to draw from, it Is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed In your case. Nothing is asked In return except your Rood
will, and their advice haa helped thousands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance. Address
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (confidential) Lynn, Mass.
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Smile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All grocer. Adv.

Another Echo of That 8ong.
savings
In a Birmingham bank that recently
suspended was telling hi troubles to
a business man.
"Don't worry," said the business
man. I understand the suspension Is
only temporary.
"But boss," said the old negro, still
perturbed, "de white folks aay It's or
long, long way ter temporary."
Birmingham
An old negro who had hi

A 8ense of Regret.

"It was a great move the Russians

Every woman onjrht to have)

made in abolishing vodka."
Lydia E. lMnkham's 80-pa"Yes," replied the man who I Text Book.
Is not a book for
never happy, "only it seems to me genernl distribution, as it in too
they have got rid of about the expensive.
la free and only
only word In their language that Is obtainable by mall
Write for
easy to pronounce."
it today.
go

It
It

Shipping Fever

fnHnanea nine aea .nfnnt In. rilttJimrMlf and Sill nraM and thPOSitdlSt
m,,A .11 Atlinn n. fitter tin "fix lanMivl " knot from tin Tt fill tltr if tasMti
US
am
with Ul'lltl N'M l.lillTIlk
disease
buttle gimranteed to do aa. Ben inn
doses often oar ft can. AfaOneIhs.
hl.uut hLn anil II . biitll.. U Snd I D
..4 snssaa Antst
WHUiekV
If
UtatribuWfvALL
binMsi bun.
dotfn bolt mi. limuiiuta
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RPORN
eat Bacteriologist,

MFniCA

frr

nnrfioiT will tfli.

b

Only Skin Deep

It is vitally necessary therefore, that you

voo

Wcuk. Wnirrf
fur
Murine K; IWui.-d- j
l.yi'llri,.: Nu Huiarllnu
Writ" fur Him o. Ilm H.r
Hro cmulnrl.
s'rva. Murine Kyo Kt'niwlr Co.. Culcsao.

Ires sud (irHnulsli'il

tuit

8. A.

Beauty

mo make

roim own

f!0,.
U,

lnu

Uosbeu.

Open Game.
the songs of a nation
and I care not who makes Its laws."
"Well, have a try. Many people seem
to think there's room for Improvement
In both Just now."

"Let

1

take good care
your

ol

Why Living Is High.
"Farm products cost more than they
used to."
"Yes," replied the farmer. "When a
farmer is supposed to know the botanical name of what he's raisin' an' the
entomological name of the Insect that
eats it, an' the pharmaceutical name
of tne chemical that will kill It, somebody' got to pay." Anderson (N. C.)
Intelligencer.

skin.

ZONA POMADE
ii used regularly will beautify snd
preserve your complexion and help
you retain the bloom oi early youth
ior many years. Try it for 30
days. If not more than satisfied
you get your money back. 50a
at druggists or mailed direct.

Zona Company. Wichita. Kan.

When Like Meets Like.
The caller at the teller' window
was very bald, but the teller Inside had
him beaten by a hair' breadth. There
was still a straggling fringe around
the outer border of the caller's head,
while the teller's had long reached the
stage when he brushed his bead with
a towel.
The caller had evidently Imbibed
rather freely that day.
He took a long look at the teller,
smiled a smirking, quizzical smile,
then reached into bis vest pocket and
extracted a fat cigar.
'Shey, old feller," he mumbled,
thrusting the cigar between the window bars, "have one on me. Anybody
that's as baldhended ns you deserves
a treat!"

v$

5 Passenger, Gray &
Davit, Electric Lights
rid

Starter, 25 H.P.

Greatest bill ellnibert SB to 80 miles oo I gallon
friiwilliie. 10,0(10 miles on one et of tire.
Kiewnrt Bpeeilometer, one maa top, 106 Inch
wheel OS-- -.
82t3Si Ineh tires, weight 1,6(0
lllstrlbu-tur- s
MKTIfi anil CARTKHCAK
pouinln.
Colorado,
New Mexico and Wyoming.
for

Cartercar Co.

The Colorado
Ib3 6 Broadway

Red Cross Baa Blue, much hotter, iocs
liquid blue. Oct from any
grocer. Adv.

Deaver, Colorado

agents wanted

live:

Pianos

farther tlmn

i

PIJJJJ

Victrolas

Mention catalog you are interested in and
we'll send it free, prepaid, with full inforDifferent Matter.
mation
of our "EASY PAY PLAN." We
I
pructlce
'Then you don't think
what I preach, oh?" queried the min- prepay freight charges and sell under a
"money back" guarantee.
ister, In talking with one of tho dea
THE
MUSIC CO., C mm, Cola.
cons at a meeting.
"No, sir, I don't," replied the dea
con.
"You ve been preachln on the
The Cough is what hurts, but the tickle ii subject of resignation for two years, is constantly growing in favor because il
to blame. Dean Mentholated Cough Dropi an' ye haven't resigned yet."
Does Not
to the Iron
stop the tickle Co at good Druggists.
and it will not injure the finest fabric. Fot
Sure Preventive.
laundry purposes it bas no equal. 16 OS
Very Much So.
I could
He I
pscktgelOc
more starch for same money
"I heard of a duel lately which a
to keep from
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebrsskl
was fought with wax bullets."
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
She I'll tell you how don't talk.
'That waa quite a cereous matter."
A

DEFIANCE STARCH
Stick

3

Beln-bur-

A-

te

n

Kendall Gets Alleged Cow Thieve.
Gorto ill
Hlllslioro.
Andre
and
Roman Garcia, charged with larceny
of cattle lu tho bills west of here, aud
selling the beef to" Hllluboro people,
wore arrested by Sheriff Kendall at
Hurley. Tho two men had a hearing
before Judge Byrne nnd were hound
over In $1,000 bond to await the action
of the grand Jury. In part of the ryeat
bullet was found. Yhe
at
men testified they Vad a .32 rifle but
that they had been shooting nothing
but rabbit.

If Jam could Ult the
W. L. Douglas factory

MEN'S

at Brockton, Mas.,
sad ace how earef ally

'2.50 3 '3.50 '4.00 4.50 '5 5.50 SHOES
2.00 2.50 '3.00 '3.50 & 4.00 SHOES
.75 2 '2.50 3.00 MISSES' 2.00 & '2.50

the shoe, are made,
and the high grade

WOMEN'S
BOYS'

leathers
would

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

W. I. Dongla shoe are made of the beat domestic ami Imported
leatnera, oo 111 laiess moneis, earviuuy vooscruvteil oy ut s uioes
espert last and pattern makers In this country. Mo other nil
of eqnal prices, ean compete with n . u linugia shoes for i
workuinslilp and quality. A comfortable, easy walking
Shoe they are unsurpassed.
The T OO, 9S.A0 And 4.00 hn will firlv
food iwrrle)
other make eoni hif 4.00 to ft.oo. 1 ht 94.rto.,y (vond
.VOO f)ioM compare favorably wttU
" f
96.00 to krt.ttO. M Vhrr9T?r tou I It
oihr
ntlimnyeoailogf
t
mouand women war ins v.i..i'onri4)
;1
.. M
ho, ConuUthin anl titer will tll tou mat w. La.
l
Uuuglaa boat cannot b MMiiad for Lbe prloa.
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CAUTION

tammd on tti bottom. RhoM ttii
minirvxj ays kit)
uxUa b.ti
worth ih prtr paM tor Uina- For 33 rfv W U
rukrsntard thHr vtlua ami protected the we
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iNiiiflaa, sio Hpam nt., Hrorkton, Mat.
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osed, yon

then under
stand why they look
and fit better, hold
their ahape and wear
longer than ether
make for the price.
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The Clovis
The Newt

The ultimate

News

completion of

PROFESSIONAL

the new Santa Fe trunk line

Printing Company

between Denver and Galveston,
as definitely assured through
official sources two years ago,
needs only the completion of
LAWYER
the
remaining md he.
tween Des Moines and Clovis to Clovis,
Niw Mexico.
give the Santa Fe a direct line
between these two objective
points, aa the line between Clo
vis and the gulf has been com
I
pieieo ana1.in operation since
Clovis, N. M.
last fall. It is currentlv rn Admitted to practice in all courts
mored that a final survey of the
proposed line between Clovis
and Des Moines has recently

W. A. Gillenwater

Publishers.

T. J. Mabry

3, 1879.

The Curren Agency

FIRST

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.

I

$1.00
50c

A

Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

to

BANK

1

The pnstmaater general has
kinrllv irranted Dermi SRinn Tftl" I D66U COmnI(LPfl
crraArr9
Ann
UJ
C
mail carriers to deliver in auto- - work would be started from
mobiles. Now if he will take i both- ends as soon as weatherone more step and provide the conditions become more ravor- autoniobiles and a chaffeur the able to grading work. Albu- carriers will be supremely happy. Querque Herald.
I

It has fallen to the lot of the
writer to travel up and down
this broad commonwealth to con
siderable extent, both in search
of business and pleasure, and
without an attempt to flatter
the gooil people of this section it
can te truthfully said that no
town of equal size has yet been
found that equals our little city
Superstition and distrust with
which all societies known as

of
Clovis,

Attorneys at Law

New Mexico

Office in Worley Bid1.

ANTLERS. April 6th and 7th.
Physician and Surgeon
W. A. Pilfry and wife, nf
Amarillo. R. E. Farlev. o t
Office in Jackson Bldg,
Mountainair. Jock Becker, of
Opposite Postofflce
Belen. T. J. Lavne. CAarpnn
Office Phone 231 Residence 269
Dishon, Plainview Texas. Judge
Mcliill, La Lande. F. L. Stew- art. Las Vegas. J. II. Hines
E.
and wife. Farwell.
REIDORIA, April 6th.
J. M. Chesire. M. L. Miller.
Tuha, Texas; C. S. Meece. R. E.
Oyer First National Bank.
Wheeler,
Homer Wilkinson.
Phone 95.
Hereford; Geo. L. Cox. Ed Mc
Cloth,
EIroy, Amarillo.
Niw Maxioo.

M. Chapman

secret orders were at one time
viewed bv a large number of
people, was, happily long ago
dispelled, and today the lodges
stand as one of the champions of
the home and family. Wherever
Gurley & Smith have ourchaa- society has reached a high state
of development, secret and fra ed a ' new Hnffmin
ternal orders have their great clothes presser,
stronghold.
Physician & Surgeon
Mr. Hayden. a relative of
Atty. Gillenwater,
has been
A few days ago a rather bash quite sick
at the Antlers Hotel.
Office Opposite Postofflce
ful young woman went into a this week.
store carrying three chickens
Mr. nnrl Mra T.a T.
XJ. mi LIE.
Ul
She inquired the price of
Worth,
Fort.
are
new
D. L. CnnnoU M
comers
chickens and at the same time
put them on the counter. The from Fort Worth to make their
Physician & Surgeon
clerk didn't know the chicken's home in Clovis.
feet were tied and asked if The Misses Kendall are havin g
OrriCE IN ELKS HOMI
they would lay there. She bit a large fire proof warehouse
her handkerchief and said: No, erected on the lots in rear of Office Phone 146. Res Phone 826
their store.
sir; they are roosters.
C. D. Smoot returned from
From every view point the Fulton, Ky.j where he has re
farming class of this country is sided since proving up o n his
DENTIST
in better shape now than at any claim near Clovis.
Offlee Opposite P. 0.
period since the civil war. More
Phone 89.
John Jones, of Tucumcari,
people own their own homes and
salesman
CLOVIS,
for
the
Buick
Auto,
NEW Iff X.
jjttje farms, more are free from
nas been demonstrating the
the yoke of bondage inflicted by many
good Qualities of th
burdensome debts: more are Ha.

l.il. .

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

Government
Depository

See the Curren Agency in
the Antler Hotel buildiWry
Fire Insurance. They are reD- resenting some of the largest
and best companies.

for
Postal
Savings

I

H

R. R. DUNCAN

W

V

JWW

i

DR. A.

L DILLON

Bank
Your Bank

Mf
it ..

April

IN.

L R.

CONARTY, Agent.

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Prop,.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths

Checking accounts are ia- riled ia any amounts aad
absolute safety is afforded

1--

2

St

South Main

clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWQOD
DRAY AND TRANSFEP lp
1

The Oldest

EsUblishsdTr.n.f.r Line in

Dow. Town Phone 123

PLOWING!
Have

16 good

Clovis

Residence Phono 321

PLOWING!

teams and am now ready to do thnt plowing
nU.,.,5g,uuu is ,n snape ior it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making
surface
tanks, etc, Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN

,,

HBBOBBIB3EaaESl

Magic City Furniture and
1
1
f
T

(Jo.
undertaking
(JOHNSON
BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT

vmj mono t t.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
NJ

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

ht p.

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitf ils, Props.

WE DO THE A. T. A 8. P. HOSPITAL WORK
SANITARY . . - ALL THAT THE

NAME IMPLIES

n.

....

Walker's Market

M.
1915.

23-2- 4,

For the above occasion, the Santa Fe will have
tickets
on sale April 21 to 24 inclusive.
Clovis to Albuquerque and return
at rate of $14.40 for
the round trip. Final return limit April 25th., 1915.

1--

uicicman,

NEW MEXICO

uDuquerque,

112

M-.-

inu

CLOVIS,

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

U. U. Swea

Osteopath

a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S.

All

Make The
First National

Mick,
every dollar.
coming Independent each year)
Messrs
McLaurln and Howe.
Physician 4c Surgeon
by making a comfortable living
for their families, more are wak field Agents for the New York Special ftttantlnn tn At.-.- ..j
ing up to the necessity of giving Life Insurance Co., left Wednes- iu
mm, nose aad Throat
Texico Circuit
ww 'uting uiasses.
their children better educational day to be absent several weeks.
(Rev. H. Rodger, Paster)
trm Van PUrmur
advantages, and withal prosperi
Walker's Meat Market have
I was at Liberty last Sunday.
ty and contentment seem to pre on exhibit some very fine speci
Clovis,
Niw Mix. lTne Caster service was good and
vail throughout the country. men of Bull Frogs, which they
some fine talks were made on
Let progress still be our watch are exhibiting in thier display
tha nriorin nf Eastm.
Ciaf
word.
window.
Edgall
Mitchel
made
fine
a
l
rino-inMrs. A. E. Doorman and J. H.
of th Ann of Drt. Prmlt ft gwoarhwta
and her work is truly devoted to
There is hard sledding ahead Hood, representing the Kniirht- of RmwU
Campbell
Co.,
Music
Master. Wo hnri a flna am
the
have
sold
for the fellows who have hopwill be in Clovis from the 10th I vice at Easter, the nastnr ma Ho
pianos
during
their
week
of
ped onto 32:) acres or less of
to 20th of each month treating a Sundav Rrh
djy land under the desert act. sale in Clovis.
diseases of the Eye. Ear. Noa orimn of F.aater R
Just eight weeks more of pub and
A new ruling of the eeneral
Throat and Fitting Glasses, and Sister Havne also made fine
land office will prevent specula- lic school and both teachers and
talks. The day was spent well.
tion in such entries in the fu- pupils are beginning to plan on
We have a fine Sunday School at
ture by forcing every entrant how they will spend their sumDR. H. R. GIBSON
Liberty.
The young people take
on a desert land tract to show mer vacations.
so
much
in the Sunday
interest
that there are reasonable Judge W. R. McGill. of La
School work. We had two adgrounds for the statement that Lande,
and John Becker, of lreats all diseanpii hnth
ditions to the church.
water supply for the land Belen came over
from Melrose and chronic. Special attention
The text at 11 o'clock was
can be obtained for cultivation Tuesday
after attending the given to diseases of women, from the Sunday School lesson:
purposes. Lands which have good
roads meeting.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FHII
Be not afraid.
been entered in the past as
Read
the
Office
103
last
2
installment
North
Main
of
Street
desert tracts will have to be
Office Phone 383. Res. 890
taken up under the homestead the Trey 0' Hearts in this
M. J. Keily was confined in
laws unless it can be shown week's issue of the News, and Clovis,
New
Mexico.
hospital a couple of days
the
pictures at the Lyceum to
that there is water to irrigate see
this
week on account of getting
night.
:beland. The ruling is a big
the muscles in his neck injured,
victory for the homesteader, but
wir. kj, Hj. Justus, who was f
A
1
while doing some work
his
.
m. d. caboose, last Tuesday. in
Worshipful
be
not
Master of the Clo
looked upon with
will
He is
kindness by men who have Masonic lodge last vear will ..Physician & Surgeon
now able to be out again.
i
i
procuredi uiousanas of acres be host to the 1914 officers and
A goodly number, of Clovis
here in the West under misrepre-eentatio- their wives on the 27th of this Office opposite Antlers Hotel good road boosters attended the
Office phone 63.
Res. 219.
In the past, men month at St. Vrain.
Good Roads Convention at Mel
'
up
put
dams in the draws
...I ALSO FIT GLASSES... rose Tuesday; C. E. Dennis,
have
The Oddfellow end Rebekah
and have depended on freshets lodges are getting ready to cele- Clovis,
New Mex. W. James, B. J. Catt, Ben Moss
to fill them. The registers of brate the 92nd. anniversary of
W. J. Curren, C. V. Steed and
the land office will not take the the I. 0. 0. F. on the 26th. at
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Peterson
statements that the applicants Portales. The Clovis lodges will
attended from Clovis
believe the water will be ob- be well represented at Portales
Mrs. Pendergrass is now en
for all kinds of
tained. They will have to file as many are contemplating visitgaged
in the hair business,
show
where
and
maps
the ing our neighbor city on the
Meats and Produce
making and selling switches
water is to come from.
above date.
Phone 123.
Phone 123. etc.
--

If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work

W tJlnrprcrlinln cf in
Our officers will be pleased
to advise with you regarding any investment matters
and to explain any banking
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

Curren

E.

LAND LAWYER

at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co.
(M JI JI Jljljl
JIJI jl jl jt j! j j! j ji j,

Dr. J. R. Haney

"

Arthur

tice.
See us

u. s.

Mrs. W. B. Mersfelder returnfrom Sil ver City Monday,
where she has been visiting
for several weeks.

rel-ativ- es

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

President

iraj

ed

New Mexico.

Dr.J.B.Weaterfield

oon

jut jijuijiji jjt

ji ji ji jiji

Money! Money!
S. A. JONES,

Hotel Arrivals

i

Opposite Postoffie
Rooms 4 and 5.

Clovh,

....
nrimrarii

i

Land Business a Specialty.
Conveyances of all kinds.
nniH and records examined for non resident
xsoiary ruouc in urace.
owners.
Tn

Reese & Pardue
.

s. commissioner)

fir.

NATIONAL

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

TKIiMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

icn
1U

HE

THE

175-mil-

Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M. as second class
matter tinder the act of March

One Year
Six Months

30EG

3E

3C

Q

V. STEED

Undertaker & EmhaWr
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

3&
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(GRADUATION DRESS GOODS MATERIALS
It is time for you to be planning for that important
event, Graduation. We have pretty material in
Silk Lace, Corded Silk, Voile, Novelty and Egyptian
Crepes, Our prices will please you.

TING'

Hosiery
for All the Family

Boys'

and Shirts

Blouses

For Sale.
Good teams 4yr old mules.
All broke.
Reasonable terms
Address or see C. M. Boyd.
Clovis, N. M. Star Route
6-t-

LA
9ri

Big Piano Sale for 6 days on
at Clovis beginning Apr. 8d
Music Co. of
Denver, Colo.
ly

Knight-Campbe-

ft

a

ll

See the Curren Agency for
Beat old line Insurance.
Now
Shiloh.
located in the Antlers buildiag.
J
The writer had the pleasure Phone 32.
shopper Saturday.
Mr. Colwell has bought gome of attending
the Easter cele
Rock Salt for sale at the Mod
Miss Yulan Roberts and Ed calves and wants more.
bration at Shiloh and certainly
el
Grocery.
tf
Copeland spent Saturday night
Bro. Atwood Breached to th enjoyed a fine day. There was
Property
for
sale
and Sunday with the former's rieasanl Hill church Mondav a fine program
or
rent
rendered be
Curren Agency,
parents.
night. The crowd was imill fore dinner.
The recitations
Jay Marks spent Sunday with owing to the busy time, hut were all well given and approthose who were there enjoyed his priate to the day. The songs
Vernon Jones.
were fine and the house was Easter at Episcopal Church
Mr. Charlton and family mov- sermon.
For the first time, the SDecial
very tastefully decorated. A
Mr. and Mrs. Philit Kava
ed back to the farm Saturday.
services
for Easter day were
large
crowd
was
present
proud
sure
and all
of their new boy.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Kelly and
held last Sunday at the church
were
spectators.
interested
Af
Miss Ada Stahl were at Clovis
ter the program was over the in Clovis. The special Easter
Friday night an J Saturday.
good ladies had a table made music was good.
Blacktower Budget
Mrs. Junes called on Mrs.
On Monday an Easter etr&r
Here I am again after a week and then how they did load it
Stahl Sunday afternoon.
party
was provided for the Sun
good
with
things
to
eat.
or two absence.
It
Mr. and Mrs. McReynolds
is needless to say. the people day School.
Everything
s quiet around
entertained at a dancing party
The services next Sunday will
did full justice to the fine cookour
happy little village and
Saturday night and a good crowd
ing. It seemed all came pre- be at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
everything seems to be on the pared
was present.
vi it
to be entertained and all
xx x
11 It
Mrs. C. H. Westfall entertain go now.
were well pleased with both
All the young folks enjoyed program and dinner.
ed her children Easter.
Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
There
Garden arid Field seeds now
Bob McGee, from Clovis, spent the Easter dinner and egg hunt ws8 plenty of food taken home
Saturday night and Sunday with Sunday at the home of Mr. and to reed the crowd again. in, and a fine lot they are.
Mrs. J. E. Ledbetter. which they Pleasant Hill was well repre When you need seeds of anv
theater Marks.
Fred James was a Clovis visit- - gave in honor of their twin eirla sented also Texico and Texas kind, get them at Clovis CreamJessie and Willie.
as we saw people from the ery and Produce Co. and save
r Saturday.
Billingsiy
neighborhood
f
in money.
Mrs.
M.
Cooper,
J.
of Vaughn.
Hobart Rork spent Sunday
Texas
and
from
Rhea,
Texas,
is
visiting
parents,
her
Mr. and
nth Miss Fay Marks.
also. Alter the dinner was
High grade gasolene and coal
drama in three reels. Written
Miss Mildred Rork called on Mrs. R. H. Crook, of Blacktower.
over they had a grand egg oil. Barry Hardware Co.
by
James Oliver Curwood Featurusie Jones Sunday afternoon.
Ezell Wilmon has his well
hunt, and the little folks had
ing
the two popular film favorites
Sam Pipkin and Willis Jones near done, as they have alreadv a lively time.
struck
water and soon will have
ere Clovis visitors Friday.
Much honor is due the good
A. L Marks spent Saturday it pumping.
ladies for their work and inter
td Sunday on the farm.
J. W. Eller was elected school est and especially Mrs. J. L.
For Partridge, WoodClifford Rork was a Clovis visi-- f director at Blacktower by a vote Jones, who drilled the speakers
cock, Squirrel or Rabbit
of 33 majority.
Monday.
and by her untiring efforts
Shooting the
Our school will close Fridav contributed so much to the
day.
We are im
night week and the two Mr. success of the
44 GAUGE SHOTGUN
Pleasant Hill Pickings
A Story
NctOl
feasant Hill farmers are very wnmons are fixing for a n ice pelled to ask, what can be nicer
IS A WONDER
ly preparing their land for program for the children, which than for a whole community
luck Uml. oriihi t lb...
oven as v CARS'
pass
to
meet
Blanks.
together
a
and
they
will enjoy.
nting-th- at
ror44XL.MW.CF IMIK4
Vm
time is near by.
V
V CXPEHIC
GHtn Cmrxlf
day in this way?
l.U-1
Furniture Sale
'rospects
Contracts,
Sunday School is going on so
good for a
int rnc vnqr 91.00
nicely now. 67 attended Sunday
nper crop.
proper form Lease Blanks, Chat
Card of Thanks.
and is still changing nands. and a nice talk from our supertel Mortgages, Mortgage Deeds,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lambert
Backwell has purchased the intendent, W. I. McConnell and
Bills of Sale, Power of Attorney,
and daughter wish to thank the
Stint for dmilrj
Tim 01 Mamks
Hartshorn place. Also Mr. Rev. Wilmon, so you see how
"i:rM
Warranty Deeds, Notes and all
DcaioNa
host
of
friends that have been
CUNNING."
CdMII.il..
elady has purchased the Blacktower grows by the right
ITCVINt
so
of
legal
kind
kinds
to
during
them
Mrs.
blanks
for sale at
people.
Mlct, airbrtain our nrtmnn fro
eh place.
bbr a
probbblf patbutbblb. ('..iriMbbtM.
iiifvnltnn
Lambert's recent illness. They
the
News
office.
HAHC00(
tioiurMtlrx.naiit.iai.
i furnSt
VV.
Oldbbt UM107 fur BMnrifit muu.
Mr. J.
Eller was the truest are glad to announce that she is
he Shilo Sunday School had
fr.
J. STEVENS ARMS
HuhiU Ua Ihruoih Knu 4 Vu. rMM
(II
M
hMt
Mix,
(btrn
It lit
ilendid Easter program last of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ledbetter. rapidly regaining
her strength.
ft TOOL COMPANY
J. D. Vaught is here, from
Scientific
lay. Pleasant Hill Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Norris
C. W. Lambert.
Sayer, Okla, Mr. Vaught is a
kanilinnblf HlMtrml WMklr. I anrwt Mr.
ol spent the day with them, visited Mr. and Mrs. Cain,
ulatlon of mnr oln(4da JobrntL Vbriti, U
Mrs. C. W. Lambert
CMICOMl rLl. MAM.
new comer and bought a claim
ybody reported a fine time.
-- New Tork
Co
Carl Lambert.
at Fields.
Brueb omom. m SU WMktwtua. B.U.

Claud Courier
Mr. Boykin was out to his
Mrs. O'Hara was a Clovia ranch Sunday and Monday.
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WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
x3-

-

WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
it

"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
DIRECTORS:
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pros, J. C. NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL, W. H. DUCKWORTH,

L. H. SANDERS

I

"We Invite The Public To See The Unveiling Ceremonies In Windows Tonight At 8:00 O'clock"
SALE STARTS FRIDAY
Regular 25c Soap
During This Sale
3 Cakes Cuticle

SALE STARTS FRIDAY

10c

Soap for

firf

25 Cents.

For a 25c Cake of
Royal Cuticle Soap

3 Cakes Cuticle Soap for

25 Cents

"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"

National

Gapitol

Built in Miniature of Soap

This Masterpiece of Art Executed With 25,000 Cakes of Royal Cuticle Soap
UNVEILING OF CAPITOL TONIGHT
The unveiling of the National Capitol, built in miniature of Iioyal Cuticle Soap tonight at 8 o'clock, will be a
Bight of a lifetime and one worth coming many miles to see. Every man, woman and child in Clovis
and the
Southwest should see this wonderful piece of workmanship. It's a marvel of ingenuity and artistic skill. It

exhibits the front and rear elevations of the National Capital-t- he
mammoth Arch o'f Triumph, with its ornamental column of Liberty and Chariot of Progress. The great hall Hanked with smaller halls running through
the entire building, is shown with marked exactness as to its distinctive features and adornment. This master-piec- e
is executed in our large window with one purpose i; view, to make you acquainted with UOYAL CUTICLE SOAP. Every one invited. Bring the children.
You will feel proud of the stars and stripes.

THE GREATEST SOAP SALE EVER HELD IN THE WEST BEGINS FRIDAY

f
lVV3
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Economies for Every Family and Every Home in the Southwest
Regular 25c Cuticle

Royal Cuticle Soap
CAKES FOR
25c

...

IN order to thoroughly introduce their MEDICATED ROYAL
CUTICLE SOAP, The Royal Company has selected and appointed
Clovis' highest class and most dependable store through which to
offer the greatest SOAP BARGAIN ever offered in the Southwest,
and incidently make one of the most unique displays ever shown.
The Royal Company, in looking for a proper representative in
Clovis, naturally thought of Harvey & Morris first and arranged
for tnis display and sale. We consider ourselves fortunate in
having secured the EXCLUSIVE AGENCY for Loyal Cuticle Soap
for Clovis and its trade territory, and we are glad to share our
good fortune with our customers and the public generally of the
Southwest. These prices on. HIGH GRADE TOILET SOAP are
positively the lowest ever quoted in Clovis.
Send Us Your Mail Orders
If you live out of the city and are unable to attend this great sale
and display, please send us your mail orders and they will be
filled promptly. Enclose Parcels Post Charges.

working as news agent out of

Railroad Locals
Lem A. Wright, car clerk in
the office of general car foreman Taylor, departed for Tope-kTuesday to have his eyes
t reated by a specialist there,
a

This Soap Value
Stands Supreme

Instead of distributing small free samples to each
family, the manufacturers allow us,, during this
mammoth event only, to o(Fr our customers and
the public generaly an unprecedented soap offer
as follows:

high-clas-

25c

THREE CAKES OF
CUTICLE SOAP FOR

Positively Not More Than Six
Cakes Will be So'd to One Person

SALE

To

Out-of-Tow-

Merchants

n

We are the SOLE AGENTS for all towns in Clovis' trade territory
and all orders for ROYAL CUTICLE SOAP must be sent to
Harvey & Morris. Merchants in other towns should write for

FRIDAY!

BEGINS

10c

This soap is famous elsewhere, but has never been sold in Clovis
under its present name, although a toilet snap made from the
same formula is sold almost every where in America under another "trade mark" at 25c the cake. This ROYAL CUTICLE
TOILET SOAP is the cleanest, purest, softest and most soothing
you could use on your hands or face. When you see the soap and
note its quality you will want a dozen cakes at the price named.
This price is positively the lowest ever named on
s
toilet
soap, and no more than six cakes will be sold to one person and
none will be sold at any price or to anyb.dy before 8:30 Friday.
The rush is going to be tremend xjj. Plan now to come early.

10c

ONE CAKE OF 25c
CUTICLE SOAP FOR

prices.

"Slt"i.hidr.

Clovis for several months has
iwun .villi lay vi ujuu mc
gone to Vaughn to take charge proposed change, but that nolh
of the news stand at night.
ing definite has yet been decid
rwa
J. T. Stalker engineer went ea. mere was some talk a
to Albuquerque
Wednesday to short time ago that the local
passenger would be taken off
remain a few days.
April
7th, this completing a sixty-John
Purcell, superintendday
tryout, but on his last
ent motive power of the Santa
to
visit
Artesia, Mr. Evans said
Fe, arrived from Sweetwater
that
the
train could not be did- in busin ess car No. 16" Wednes
continued by that time.
day and spent the day
.

Brakeman Will Mathis was in
the city the first of the
week enroute to Carlsbad to
here.
take a local run between there
He is making an inspection trip
and Roswell.
over the system,
In Token of Memory
Mrs. L. R. Conarty went to
Superintendent Evans has
To
the memory of dear Father
Amarillo Tuesday, she being been making the quarterly
in Lyman M. Beebe,
deceased. He
called there by the illness of her spection of
bridges this week
departed this life Sunday 5th. or
mother.
over his territory from Belen to
Engineer Jeff Roberts, has Pecos. He was accompanied by faster or resurrection day at
our home 513 N. Axtell. Age
taken the mixed run between trainmaster Briscoe, Division
85 years 2 months and 25 days.
Carlsbad and Roswell
and ex- Engineer Walter and bridge
He paid the
pects to move his family from building foreman Klasner. The
last
respects
love
of
and bade
Albuquerque to Carlsbad.
Roadmaster accompanied him
farewell to take his leave with
L. B. Parker, operator for the over their respective districts. his daughter Mrs. Clara HenderSanta Fe here, left for Kansas A special train was used for son and grand daughter with
City Sunday to visit for a few making the trip.
whom he lived. He has been
Superintendent F. J. Evans, living with his children
days.
for
of the Pecos valley lines, with several years. He will be laid
R. F. Menefee and wife have
headquarters at Clovis, is quot- away in family cemetery
been stopping at the Gran
at
a
ed as recommending that the Decamah. Neb., to
the
for a few days. Mr Menefee
await
local passenger train between coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ
is representative of the Galena
Roswell
and Carlsbad, known to call his people from
Oil Co. on the Santa Fe. His
"
be dust to which they return to
headquarters is in Wellington, as the
taken
off. and that the three live with him for ever
and ever
Kansas.
divisions south from Clovis to mora. He died in faith of
the
Earl H. Staley returned a few Pecos be changed to two digospel of the son of God and was
days ago from Winfield, Kansas visions, to run from Clovis to
a faithful lover of God and his
where he took his wife to be op- Artesia and from Artesia to
people.
his last words he
erated upon for appendicitis. Peccs says the Artesia corres bade us With
farewell
with thanks
He reports that the operation pondent for the Albuquerque
and praise on his lips and saying
was entirely successful and that Journal. At present, the di
his wife will be out of the hos- visions run from Clovis to Ros- "duet thou art and unto dust
shall thou return," In hope we
pital in a few days.
well, Roswell to Carlsbad and
shall ever live to meet our dear
Mr. Evans
W. W. Hatton, chief griev- Carlsbad to Pecos.
ance man for the conductors, figures that the local passenger Father Beebe in that heavenly
was here on business the first of train is not paying expenses, home where tears are all dried
and that the traffic could be away by God's own hand where
the week.
handled just as easily by the pain and sickness and death is
Railroad business continues
regular
train.
He further no more and trials and troubles
food. The men on the road are thinks that
two
crews could are all over, but another land
working steadily and the shops
handle the work where three where love and joy a nd happiare running full time. The boys
crews are now used and cut ness bloom out a new when this
will draw good sized checks next
down more expense on his Mortal shall put on Immortality
pay day.
lines.
for ever and ever more.
Austin Klutts who has been
It is said that the general
Contributed.
Qui-vir-

"Merry-go-round,-

Soap During This Sale . .
3 CAKES FOR . . . 25c

the

DAVID

ANOINTED

Home Kin on lie Ir pull or on fli.it of
their follow citizens, the L'ldors impiir
ed uhclhcr hei'iilue pciioiiidlj or not
whether his presence menu! n hlessluu
or tho infliction or h
Their
fenrs were iillnyeil when they heard
that his mission a to offer u sn rili-to thp Lord.
Home time before this, the Ark of the
Co Venn lit lind been ruptured by I In
Philistine. Thp Tabernacle services,
thus discontinued, bud not yet been reestablished; consequently this
win iwrfomiisl by the Lord's
especially appointed servuui.
The
column nd for the people of lleihleliciii
to sHnctlfy themselves If they would
pnrtlclpiitp In the blessings of Hip miiit.
Il"c signified that they should bathe,
put on clean clothes mid draw nigh to
the Lord with nil their hearts. Thus
l
they
that
inn Kii net lien t Ion which Hie
t'liiii'i-of Dip liospcl Ago hits enjoyed.
I'Iip I'rophet seoiiis to luiv taken
supervision of Jesse s family to the in
tent that hp might without public ills
play find nml anoint the man whom
the Lord hud chosen. Jesse Introduced
Ills sons to thp I'rophet In tint order or
their birth his eldest rut. L'llnb was
of fine appearance, mid the. I'rophet
Assumed I hut he was thp Lord's choice.
Rut thp linl was looking on the heart,
and hail already selected liavld, nl
though being under age:, his father hud
not thought It worth while to call him
to the reus). As one after another of
Jesse's sons appenred. the I'rophet
found not sit whom the Lard's Spirit
Indicated as the one lo lip anointed
Then he Inquired. "Are all thy children here?" Jesse suddenly remein-Iwrethnt his youngest lioy was tu

KING

--

: Airll it.
sumurl
A Man After God's Own Heart
Another Phase of 8amu.l'a Character.
Samu.l S.nt to Btthlehsm Anoint- -

ing tha Sueeaatara of Praaant Inatitu-lion- a
David a Typo of tha Church.
Divina Mathod of Stlection of Eleet.
Van looUlk on Ihr outtrari uppraranee,
Cod tnoknh on Iht hrart," - I Ham. If 7

in; s.vrrs

M

xucri-flclu-

rejection
tuo
Lord meant nut only his ulti
mate removal from ilu throne.
Ml t tllill
III" NOtlH Nlllllllll not
succeed i iii lii II, nml t tin t I lie Lord
would select another mini for the
The I'lvlnc i'lio i was Pnviri. to
whom tin Tropin-Samuel Iih( Indirectly referred, saying, "'flip l.onl InitU
sought lllin n inn n after Ills own
lipnrt." I Sn mtifl 13:44.
At till" limp of today's Study, linvld
twenty ypars old. Ilia
wan iiImiim

K

-

I

!

r

Hip

won

lypl-llll-

11

111

,koirt-Uonp-

I

Justl-flciillo-

I

gentle

Rutli, nlui had glcun.-grain In prob
ably Hip very field whh which Imviil
waa familiar. HI greut grandfather
wan Boar., a page
of whose history In
In
recorded
the
Hook or Ruth.
Like Hon. Itarid'a
fatbpr Jesse was
doubtless
of
OIIP
the Killers of llcih
I e b e m.
rcsppcted
and honored as n
noble iiihii. (if his
mother we know
little, etcent that
David twice menhpr ax a handmaid of iod.
Thp I'rophet Kaninel mourned for
King Haul, apparently disappointed
Uiat he Hhiaild he rejerted. Quite proli
ably forplHidliiK of
''ml war per
turbed the Prophet' mind. He knew
that Ha ill would not quietly lay down
the aoepter whlrh he had tiiken up ao
modestly. In obedience to the Mvlne
arrangement.
Hamuel should have had
greater trust In Nod's Wisdom and
Tower. Iml his tronlile was more or
1m like that whlrh a sun Is the Lord's
people even toils y.
When sent to anoint iMTid. the
Prophet did not hesitate to perforin
the lord's bidding, but be Intimated
that he clearly understood that King
Saul would kill blm as traitor If be
successor to tha king
ahould anoint
dom. Tha Lord aaaured blm that the
matter would not be mads known at
once, and directed hlra to go to Bethsacrifice there, and
lehem and make
to ImproTa tha opportunity of finding
nd anointing tha one who In due time
wonld become king.
Qed'a Cheioe of King.
Our Study begins at the point when
the Trophet arrived at Bethlehem.
Thinking thai his presence signified

repl'i-spclei-

jr

the field and Kent for blm.
Tha Antitypical Lord's Anoint.d.
Our flolden Tent apical
to (ill
Christians.
mimed ion with the
High Calling of the (iospcl Age.
As
the Lord'' messengers We, loo, arp
seeking for these to be anointed with
the oil of gladness, the Holy Spirit.
Hint they limy be klnm mid priests In
the Messianic Kingdom.
Like the
Prophet Samuel, wo might feel afraid
lo iiuolnt the successors of present In
ulltutlons, did wp
not realise Hint the
sealing of the
Lords Lied, now
In progress.
Is 0
secret work, which
none can under
Ihi.vn
stuml
who have It.
The uuiiiii liavld
signifies llelovpil.
and as It applied
tavtd Anotntri King. especially to our
i.ord. of whom Je
hovah saiil, "This Is My lielovcd Sou,"
so also It applies (o all th luemlH-rof
11 la Uody, each of whom
must lie beloved, else he caiioot be acceptable aa
a member. Of such the Head says,
"The Father Himself loveth you": and
again. "Love one another, as I have
loved you."
All who receive this
anointing of the Lord must ultimately
be of this beloved character.
ext-eii-

a

Reward
The News will give $1.00 in
cash or a year's subscription for
a copy of the first issue of this
paper of date of May 1, 1907.

Clovis Time Card

'

No. 22
i

No. 114
No. 21
No. 117
No. 938
No. 937
No. 921
No. 933

EAST BOUND
(Chicago Flyer)
(Kansas City Eip"rtsij"".1Z!
WEST BOUND
(The Missionary)
-

Arrive 7:10 A. M.
Leave 7:45 A. U.
Leave 3:10 P. M.

Arrive 7:35
..
Leave 8:00
(From Kansas City77Z
......Arrive 1:10
NORTH BOUND
(From Pecos Valley)
Arrive 6:30
SOUTH BOUND
(Pecos Valley Express)
Leave 8:10
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT
OFF
(South from East)
Arrive 7:15
(Texas Daily)
Leave 7:35

A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.

n

Local and Personal

Echoes From Blacktower

Will Curren and Engineer,
Peterson, spent Monday in

Mel-ros- e.

:

What do you think of New Mexico,
Where the ground is covered with snow,
Where some eastern people are afraid to go,
Because they have heard things that wasn't so.
New Mexico is a grand old state,
If you'll come out here and do things straight,
You need not bother about your fate,
For we'll treat you right without sucker bait.

i

Frank Rodgers left the first of
the week tor his home at Taiban,
N. M.

Jeniton Apples $1.50 per box at
the Model Grocery. Phone 29.
Attorney, George L. Reese, of
PPl4a'es spent a day in our city
thtjirst of the week,

I
t

The rain and snow ha9 been quite a treat.
I don't believe I ever saw the beat,
It would snow awhile and then it would sleet,
But such a season as this we're glad to mce'.
Hurry up old farmer and get to work,
Harness up old Pete and stir the dirt.
Feed him well and dont let him shirk,
And you'll get your pay from old mother earth.
For by the Bible we are made to understand,
That out of the ground God made the first man,
And made him overseer over all the land,
Yes, turned everything over into his h ind.
There's lots of people coming to New Mexico,
Where there's lots of rain and plenty of snow, r
For there's no better place that they could go,
Where they could live and have a better show.
Yes, they are coming in most every day,
Because down in Texas they cannot stay.
And in Oklahoma it is the same old way,
For the third and fourth they have to pay.

1

George P. Howe went to Mel- rose Thursday in the interest of
the New York Life Insurance
Company,

I
I

Otis Downing, one of Melrose
promising young men,
spent Monday in Clovis.

!

j most
t

Clever Edgell, Editor of the
Dairyman-Farmemade
a flying trip to Clovis the first of
the week.
Mrs. J. N. Coplin left the
lailcr pari, ui i:ie ween iw men
farm near Elida. She expects
to remain until fall.
Machinist Copeland purchased
a handsome autopiano from the
Knight Campbell Musico Co.,
this week.
Melrose

'
j

'

I
'

r,

D. C. Houk purchased

I

an

ele-- i

' Bring your hens to Clovis
Creamery and Produce Co. We
are paying 11c Cash nice fat
hens.

t
'

:

They had a longing to get back to the sticks,
That among their wife's people they might mingle and

For Fire Insurance in best old
line Companies, See Curren
tf
Agency.
week
for
Tom Helm left last
Tucson, Arizona where he will
remain indefinitely.

f
-

mix,
Where there's lots of mosquitos and plenty of ticks,
By now I expect they're in a pretty bad fix.
Come back old boys- - and straighten up your face,
And pray God to give you a little more grace,
That you may never give up or quit the race,
But roll up your sleeves and stay with your place.
Two hundred thousand bushels of grain was shipped
from Melrose,
And how much was shipped from other places God
only knows,
So you see that peace and plenty continually flows,
Whether it's written in rhyme or written in prose.
We are looking again for another good crop,
If nothing happens and the rain dont stop.
And then if the price of grain doat drop,
We will be so glad we'll skip and bop.

Rev. Arthur Marston is vis-- f
iting friends at Sanger, Texas,
I and improving in health.
El
I Paso Times.

Jemton Apples $1.50 per box at
Vlodel Grocery. Phone 29.

ihe
I

? W. E. Copeland and wife left
for their
f Thursday morning

claim east of Portalea, where
they will reside in the future.
;
i

Miss Birdie Day is completing
handsome new concrete bunga- iow on M eriwether Street The
building when completed, will be

U-- 2

So. Main
No, 1

St

Bank of Farwell, is in position
0 make some cattle loans, any
ize you wai.t if the collaterals
:ood."
go to
Mrs. M. Lyons will
marilio on business today.
Ier daughter. Miss Helen will
ave eharge of the Antlers dur-iher absence.
Highest
market price for
weet and sour cream. 31o- Bottling
is Ice Cream and
forks.
Aaron Broyles

and

Card of Thanks

house and 16 lots,
good orchard and other out
buildings, another 4 rocm house
and three lots, and a 2- - room
house and 2 lots, all in Cordell,
Oklahoma, to trade for New
Mexico land north of Clovis.
Address, I. W. Firestone, Woodltp.
ward, Oklahoma.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Henderson
wish to thank their many friends
for the many kindnesses shown
and the help given them during
the illness and death of Mrs.
Henderson's father, L. M. Beebe.
Mrs. R. T. Bobier was in

city from her farm,
shopping.

We are ready for the season's
Jeniton Apples $1. 50 per box
trade iu ice cream and bottled at the Model Grocery. Phone 29.
soda. Special attention given to
High grade gasolene and coal
out of town orders. Clovis Ice

Cream

&

Bottling Works.

oil Barry Hardware

Co.

The Pacific Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
of California.
Assets Dec, 31,1914
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1914
Gross Surplus

$32,604,612.25
$28,614,766.68
$2,989,845.57

Death Rate, Actual to Expected
Average Rate of Interest Earned

1

I

Lyons has taken
charge of the Antlers Hotel, and
is having the entire building
Mrs. Lyons is pro- renovated.
prietor of the hotel.

t

No. 2. "Do your business
with a bank where your depos- -

Mrs. J. C.

I
.
I

i

f
5

its are guaranteed and where
you can get money any time
you want it We have money
to loan NOW,-St- ate
Bank of
farwell.

the

Thursday,

d's

See the Curren Agency for
Now
Best old line Insurance.
located in the Antlers building.
Phone 32.
Phil Drakworth went to Dun-can, OliH, today for a few days

"The Corporation Different"

Life, Accident and Health Insurance
Policy Ask for infoimauon regarding
Indemnity Policy.

59.73 per cent
6.23 per ceni.
Combined in one

cur new Double

F. B. Schwentker, Gen. AgL, Albuquerque, N. M.

U-R-NEXT

Union Barber Shop
R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.

Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

Special Master to advertise and
sell said property, according to
law;
Now therefore. Notice is hereby given that I. the undersigned Special Master, will on Monday, May 10th, at the hour of
Ten O'clock in the forenoon, at
the front door of the Curry
County Court House in Clovis,
Curry County, New Mexico, sell
at public auction, to the highest
bidder for cash, the following
described property,
The undivided
interest in the N. W. quarter of Section 15, Township 4, North of
Range 31 E. of the N. M. P. M.
in Curry County, N. M.; the
said undivided
interest,
formerly belonged to and was
owned by L. Roy Knowles. now
deceased, of whom the above
defendants are the heirs:
To satisfy said judgment and
interest thereon and all costs
and attorney's fees.
Witness my hand this 24th.
day of March, 1915.
E. H. Robinson,
of 10 per cent per annum from
Special Master.
pr.
August 1, 1912, to November 28. Mar.
16.
1914, which said interest is
$89.06 and 10 percent additional
Mr. Felix Mandell, of New
on the sum of said interest and
York City is in the city, the
principal for attorney's fees,
guest of his nephew, A. Manand a further judgment that dell,
Billie Buchanan, of
said judgment bear interest at
who has been ill at the
the rate of 10 per cent per an- hospital
here ia now convalesnum from Nov. 23th. 1914 until
cent, and is able to be around,
paid and for pist, i'i a foreclosForrest Warren, that venersaid Walter
ure suit ajrni' t
pen pusher at the Steering
able
Peter Van den N rt and Ada
of the contemporary up
wheel
Van den Nort and
Beulah B.
street,
the
is back on the job
Knowles, defendants, by Bynum
undergoing
after
an operation
B. Doughton, plaintiff,
being
appendicitis.
for
is elated
He
District
in
762
No.
the
cause
over
the
says he
results
and
Court of Curry County. New
feels
fine.
in said
Mexico and the Court
The largest and oldest in the
judgment and decree ordered
and decreed that the property West. Big sale of Pianos and
hereinafter described be Bold ac- Players at Clovis for 6 days oncording to law to Batisfy said ly. Beginning Saturday, Apr.
judgment, and that E. H. Rob- 3d. -- Knight Campbell Co. of
inson is by the Court appointed Denver, Colo.

described property, to wit:
Notice Of Sale
All of tha Srjthwsst quarts
Whereas the District Court of (SW1-4- ) of Section Three (3) in
Curry County, New Mexico, on Township Three North of Range
the 9th. day of February, 1915, 36 East N. M. P. M. in Curry
rendered judgment against E. F. County New Mexico:
Hard wick and Gustenia R. Hard-wicTo satisfy said judgment and
in the sum of Seven Hun- interest thereon and all costs
dred Dollars as principal to- and attorney's fees with interest
gether with interest on the same on the judgement for said atat the rate of 12 per cent per torney's fees.
annum, from August 2nd. 1913
Witness my hand this 24 day
to February 9th. 1915, and for of March, 1915.
the additional sum of Eighty
E. H. Robinson,
Dollars and Fifty cents with 6
Special Master.
percent interest thereon from A9 -- Apr. 30
February 9th. 1915, as an attorneys fee and a further judgNotice of Sale.
ment that said judgment for
principal and interest bear interWhereas the District Court of
est from February 9th. , 1915, Curry County, New Mexico, on
until paid at the rate of 12 per the 28th day of November, 1914.
cent per annum, and that said rendered
judgement against
judgment for Eighty Dollars and Walter Peter Van den Nort,
Fifty cents, for attorney's fees Ada Van den Nort and Beulah
bear interest from February 9th. B. Knowles, defendants, to be
1915, at the rate of 6 per cent satisfied out of the property
per annum and for costs, in a herein described, in the princiforeclosure suit against the said pal sum of $381.70 together with
E. F. Hardwick and Gustenia R. interest on the same at the rate
k,

family

brother.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

For Trade.

g

came in Tuesday from Post,
Texas, and intend making their
Mr.
home i n New Mexico.
Broyles ia Mrs. W. E. Cope-lan-

The exact condition of our business is revealed from every angle in the reports required by the various commissions
Every detail of our business is open to the public through these reports; the
public is safeguarded at every step

Harlan E. Locker.

4 room

"The Guaranty Fund

conceal

Now as I close I wish to state.
I've told no lie but all k straight,
We use no rhymes for aucker bait,
For a lie is something we always hate.

sfor rent
A good line of trimmed and
'tntrimmed hats for children,
see
jjjust received. Call and
them. Miss Luey Turner, 111

Every detail of the telephone business is being constantly watched by
the American people
The keen eyes of trained observers paid by the citizens of this country
study every phase of the business
Every telephone company in the United States is under the direct supervision of the Interstate Commerce Commission
In neai ly every state of the Union the telephone business is under constant
observation by a State Public Service Commission
The local authorities in every county, city and town keep in direct touch
with our affairs
These commissions and representatives, chopen by the people themselves,
are the Eyes of the Public
The time has come when there can be few, if any secrets in a public service corporation
In our business we have no Becrets we want none we have nothing to

And where there's no landlord to faunch and foam.
Some people have left the state of New Mexico,
Because they thought it was a mighty poor show,
They went back East where the cotton blossoms grow,
Near the shady brook where the tranquil waters flow.

y

I

The Eyes of the Public

Come to New Mexico and get you a home,
and cease to roam,
Bring on your mother-in-laWhere the soil is rich and a deep sandy loam,

gant new piano this week from
L. V:V. Pumntuill Muni, rv

i

ur

Hardwick, defendants, by Cash
Ramey, plaintiff, being cause
No. 814 in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, and
the Court in said judgment and
decree, ordered and decreed that
the property of the said E. F.
Hardwick and Gustenia R, Hardwick, hereinafter described, be
sold according to law to satisfy
said judgment and that E. H.
Robinson is by the court appointed Special Master to advertise
and sell said property according
to law.
Now therefore, Notice is hereby given that I, the undersigned
Special Master, will on Monday,
May 24th. , 1915, at the hour of
Ten O'clock in the forenoon, at
the front door of the Curry
County Court House in Clovis,
Curry County New Mexico, sell
at public auction to the highest
bidder for cash the following

to-wi-

one-ha-

one-ha-

t:

lf

lf
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SELLING ALLIES

BILLIOIISfler

Great Stream of Business Flows
Into

PLANTS

United States
sult of War.
TAXED

TO

as

Re-

UTMOST

Mott of the Contracts for 8upplles
Run for Two Years or Longer-Go- ods
Sold for Delivery Here
Shipment at Buyer's Risk.
Now York. A common estimate of
th.i war's length Is three years. In
tiin ilrst six months of the conflict
the United States sold about
In
'nr supplies, not taking
Into consideration foodstuffs designed
for civilian populations. By August 1
our trade will reach $1,000,000,000; and
unless something occurs to check this
(3,000,000,000
phenomenal
business
will have poured Into the United
States before the treaty of peace Is
$400,-oni),o-

SlRIIPd.

Even if the war should stop right
now nur trade In the materials of war
would soon reach a billion, for most
of the great contracts are written to
bo fulfilled without regard to the
course of the war and run for two
yours, or even longer.
Our gain would be even larger
could we supply both sides. As It is,
almost nothing is going to the Teutonic allies.
The United States government officials are unable to give anything
It kit correct figures of tbe trade In
war supplies.
A large proportion,
how large It Is Impossible to say,
goes to Canada first and Is shipped
from there to England, France, Russia or one of their allies.
There is no penalty for mlsbllllng
exports.
Much gunpowder Is going
out In cases marked sugar or salt, especially through Pacific ports to Russia by way of VIndlvoBtok.
In the most authoritative circles It
Is estimated that the principal Items
In the four millions of dollars' worth
ordered here In the first six months
were: Motor cars, $25,000,000; arms,
explosives and the like, $105,000,000;
Iron and steel, $65,000,000; uniforms,
etc., $30,000,000;
socks, sweaters,
chemicals and hospital supplies,
soldiers shoes, harness and
other leather products, $18,000,000;
including food supmiscellaneous,
plies known to have gone to the
armies, $lfiO,000,000.
Plants Run Night and Day.
It can be said without fear of contradiction that the allies have not
contracted for the entire output of
the arms and ammunition factories of
the United States, while scores of
concerns are enlarging their plants
and running three shifts a day to
their foreign contracts.
.Many nf these companies do not
know they are turning out goods for
a foreign power. They may surmise
It. hut they do not care. Tbey dealt
only through a broker or agent and
with (treat secrecy.
(ioods are sold for delivery here,
and shipment Is at the buyer's risk.
The buyer enforces Becrecy, because
the goods are contraband.
The manufacturers surround their plants with
high fences and troops of armed
guards in order not only to
with the buyers In maintaining
secrecy, but also to prevent meddling
by agents of governments hostile to
the buyers
Th 7.'i firearm and ammunition
factories In the United States ordinarily employ 20.000 persons.
Now
their forces number 50.000 and are
Increasing.
The enormous demand for high explosives lias forced prices to high
levels
Picric acid, used In making
prploslves, has risen from 25 cents to
$2 50 a pound and (he entire supply
on hand litis been bought up. Those
who still have guncotton on hand
which can lie delivered within 30
days are asking 78 cents a pound.
Tho usual price Is 20 to 2r cents. In
r'elmiary tho French government
trlet" to buy 2l,u,0,mio pounds of
offering Of cents, It war unobtainable!, so contracts were placed
wl.h a number of mills running over
two years
More than lO.O'io automobile trucks
have been shipped to E igland and
France since August 1. but from (be
way new orders are coming In, this
branch of trade U only ust begin
ful-ll- ll

ning. The French war authorities
figure the average life of an auto
truck Is only seven days.
Thousands of Buysrs.
There are thousands of buying
agents for the foreign governments
all over the country, but the two
largest blocks of contracts are coming through Charles Schwab of the
Bethlehem Steel company and J. Pier- pont Morgan, bead of tbe great bank'
Ing Arm.
Schwab has made two visits to Europe since the war began and has ob
tained contracts amounting to more
than $50,000,000.
His Bethlehem
guns
works are making even
for the allies, but in addition to what
la turned out here he has sublet orders in a dozen different cities
Mor
gan Is now the general purchasing
agent of the British government and
all orders go through his Arm.
Every section of the country where
manufacturing Is a large feature of
business Is benefiting from war orders, although these orders In many
cases are not large enough to offset
the depression In domestic trade.
Many orders are from governments
which never before bought In the
American market and American business men believe they can hold this
trade after the war Is over. They
argue that much of the work now
being done here for Great Britain, to
take an Instance, has previously been
done In Germany, and that the bitter
feeling after the war will preclude
Its being done there again.
A Philadelphia
factory Is making
swords for the British army. Such
a contract had never before been received in this country. In the past
British swords have been made In
Germany.
In the Pittsburgh district, which
Includes Bethlehem, many Germans
who formerly worked for the Krupps
are employed. They are now making
war material for the allies, although,
of course, they do not know this
definitely. The men in the factory
are not Informed for whom a particular
shrapnel shell Is being
made.
Some odd items are reported. The
French government
has paid New
England manufacturers $260,000 for
snowshoes.
One concern In Philadelphia la turning out a folding saw
with wooden handles for cutting wire
entanglciEMta. When the war started
the armies used steel pliers for this
work, with the result that many men
were shocked to death by high voltage electricity.
Factories turned to New Uses.
All sorts of fuctories have been
pressed Into commission to make
things useful In war. A company In
Bridgeport,
Conn., which usually
cemetery
monuments
of
makes
bronze, Is now turning out forglngs
for an auto truck concern which has
a large order from the allied countries. Bridgeport, by tho way, ls
huge prosperity because most
of Its Industrial concerns are working
on war orders.
through
All
and
Massachusetts
Connecticut war orders are helping to
overcome the depression of the first
few months of the war. The Fore
River Shipbuilding company is very
busy.
It is generally reported It Is
making ten submarines for the British navy, (hese to be delivered at tbe
end' of the war. In addition, It la
making about 25 other submarines.
Demand for many particular articles has been so great (hat the allied governments
have signed contracts at prices most attractive tor
In addition, It Is
the manufacturers.
pretty well established that middlemen, brokers and agents are gathering In millions In commissions, some
of which are exhorbltant.
It Is said by a Chicago merchant,
for Instance, that there Is a
with
baud of extortionists,
agents In all the big cities on both
sides of the Atlantic and headquarters
In New' York, which Is exacting a (oil
of from 15 to 20 per cent on practically every shipment of war supplies
that leaves the country.
In general the agents of each government maintain that thilr nation
Is buying right, while 'stating a belief
that other nations are being flecked.
A
Russian exporter of
New York city snys the Russian government is suffering the most heavily
of all. He has sent over a report for
wide publication In Russia in which
ho says that already $20,000,000 has
been lost through the exploitation of
American commissioners and brokers.
six-Inc-

Fatally Injured by Tool In Pocket
Atchison. Kan. Railway men report
an unusual accident which befell I. J.
Quarrclls, who lives near Superior,
Quarrells boarded a train at
Neb.
Superior and when It passed his home
solna twentv miles an 'our he
Jumped of. A chisel In his pocket
penetrated his heart He Is In a hospital at Concordia, fatally Injured.

ON

WAR

C. H. Canby, president of the Chi
cago board ot trade, who testified In
the New York state Investigation Into
the rise in the price of bread, declared
that tbe law of supply and demand
and not the furore of the Chicago
wheat pit, was the cause of the in-

The Lattleshlp Pennsylvania was launched at Newport News recently. Miss Elizabeth Kolb of Germantown,
was the sponsor. The Pennsylvania will be the largest vessel In tbe United States navy, being 699 feet long,
97 feet beam and 31,000 tonnage.

IV.

BLAME

Moo!

'cmaa. They have uwd Pcruoa. Tbt
kaow what they an lalluag about. Fathers.
Motban. Sulcn, BroUMn. LvudiaUMn
They all apeak,
aad iruxkhildrm.
lortructirt reading. Scad ior eaa.
Pcnma is a ataadard bouxhold fcaedy
for coathtj cold aad cetanh. It it al
light Uuure. Aa adaitabU remedy f
old and young. It ii a great saviog ia ioa
tor' bill to have Peruaa ia the boua. h
i

alo coflveaieai.

li your drutgiit ium Dot happea to lure
crease.
Peruaa is stock order it direct frost u
"Europe wants our wheat," Mr.
$1.00 a bode. $5.00 lot as. We pay
Canby declared, "and the world price
traasportatioa charge. Peniaa wias it eWa
governs tbe American price. Every
way. Oa bottle will cooviaot you.
country in the world is trying to pur
HIS ARMY
THE PERUNA COMPANY,
of
matter
is
It
here.
chase wheat
OkJ
bidding between the American con
sumer and the foreign buyer.
Pope Will Lack Guards if Italy
"I think the New York Investiga
tors are on the wrong track. No group snip
Enters the War.
of men have sufficient power to boost tons
artificially the price of wheat. A con
TO US FOR aSST RESULTS
splracy to restrain trade In wheat and
KSBftSffl
Entire Vatican Fores Liable to Call te
impossible.
flour Is
WRITE t
LIBERAL LOANS MAOB
Colors, and Unprectdsnted Situafed"I am unalterably against
tion May Arise Law of Guareral embargo on wheat exportatlona.
Not only would that be a great blow 118 W. SOUTH WATER ST.. CHICAGO
antees Silent
to our commerce, but It would be
1
PaTRTtFS
Rome. In case Italy goes to war tampering with our economlo fabric. Speculation has been but a drop in the
balsam
prices
In
the
the
In
comparison
Increase
of
bucket
real
cause
with
tbe
the
one ot the most serious comDllcatlons
priwrmtluti ot merit.
A toil
jtj
II sips torMllctediUHtrult.
'wt
which will follow In the relations be- war.
For RMtorinc Color nsl
V Bsut7toGrForFddHfa
"There Is no shortage In our supply. We still have 75.000,000 bushels for
T
tween the Italian government and the
'
evnd
At ltnurvist
J
noiy see will be In connection with export. The new crop will be in circulation In 15 weeks.
"For the first time In years the farmer Is getting a fair price- Formerly
the papal army.
There Is no provision in the law of be had to compete with cheap labor In Austria, Argentina and other wheat- Harness and Saddle Business Sals
guarantees contemnlatlns- - the eventu. raising countries."
To eloae eitnte, one of the beat known harneaa
allty of war. W hen this law was beend sailtll ahopa In the Wet la offered at P. 600,
pert oaab. Adilnwa P. O. Bos SUB, Rifle, Oolo.
fore the Kalian parliament in 1871
member proposed an amendment to
HER LIFE NEVER DULL
tne effect that all privileges accorded
SIMPLY SPELLING HIS NAME
to the pope should be suspended "in
"It Is singular," said Mrs. William
case of war between Italy and other
Peculiar Combination of Letters Led
nations, as also In the case of war G. Gorgas, wife of Brigadier General
to Court Clerk's Rather Natcorps
ot
Gorgns,
of
the
medical
cblef
between foreign nations when Italy
ural Mistake.
army
famous
United
and
States
had declared herself neutral, and In tbe
11 over tbe world as the man
who
every circumstance when such a meas
"Spell your name!" said tbe court
possible for the
ure should be necessary for the Inter- made conditions
clerk sharply.
of the Panama canal,
nal and external security of the state." achievement
"O, double T,
The witness began:
This amendment was accepted, but not "what a prominent part yellow fever
I, double IT, E, double L, double
embodied In the law, which, It was bas played in my life! It even fig"Wait!" ordered the clerk; "begin
then explained, was concerned with ured In my courtship!
again!"
vlBlting
was
Brown,
at
"I
Fort
tbe rights of peace and not with those
The witness repeated: "O, double
Texas, when I was a young miss, and
of war.
T, I, double U, E, double L, double U,
Article 3 of the law of guarantees was suddenly taken with yellow fever.
double O "
deals with tbe pontifical army as fol- At that time General Gorgas was
"Your honor!" roared the clerk, "I
treating and aludying fever cases at
lows:
beg that this man be commlttod for
place.
same
He,
himself,
became
tbe
"The sovereign pontiff can retain
contempt of court I"
the usual number of guards attached ill, and it was during our convales"What la your name?" asked the
begun.
romance
cence
our
that
to his person and employed for the
Judge.
Gorgas
on
General
"From
then
custody or the palaces without preju"My name, your honor, Is Ottlwell
yeldice to the obligations and duties In- specialized to a great extent on
Wood, and I spoil It, O, double T, I,
cumbent on those guards by reason low fever, and gave his attention to
double U, E, double U double V,
of the laws In force In the kingdom." ward lta prevention in places where
double O, D." Ladies' Home Jourt
malady.
His
chronic
It
had
become
The obligations and duties menf8"":"iin"i
assignments In the service have been
tioned in this article are those ol
Necessarily 8low.
every Italian citizen's liability to serve to regions where he might continue
A California youngster bad been
to carry on hia battle against It, and as I look back over my life It appears lo
In the army, and thus the law explicitpermitted to visit a boy friend on
me that yellow fever atalks rather vividly alongside many of my experiences."
ly provides that pontifical guards canMrs. Gorgas Is planning to spend the next four years In Washington, as the strict condition that be was to
not claim exemption from military
General Gorges' assignment to duty in the war department makes possible leave there at Ave o'clock and bis
service. ' In fact 1he pontifical genmother was very angry. Tbe young
In the capital."
darmes, who are all Italian citizens, their residence
ster insisted, however, that ha had
are purposely recruited from men
obeyed Ms orders and bad not linwho have served in tbe Italian army.
gered unnecessarily on the way.
PARADOX
A
POLITICAL
The Noble guards and the Palatine
"Do you expect me to believe," said
guards, who are nearly all Italian cithis mother, "that It took' you two
izens, not being on permanent duty
Representative James W. Fordney hours to walk a quarter of a mlleT"
at the Vatican, but only called for
e
of Saginaw, Mich., Is a political para- She reached for the whip. "Now, sir,
service when occasion requires, get
will you tell me the truth
Expressed
In mathematical
dox.
special leave of absence whan called
"Ye-es- ,
mamma,' sobbed tbe boy,
would be parallel lines
terms,
he
army.
In
for service
the Italian
,
"Charlie Wilson gave me a mud
X
meet
or
Is greator
a
which
half
that
In case general mobilization Is or
turtle and I was afraid to carry It
that Its whole.
dered In Italy practically all tbe 200
so 1 led it home."
conMr.
In
Fordney,
For
lust
the
pontifical gendarmes would have t(
gressional
though everyelection,
Join the colors and thus the two per
where defeated In detail, was victoriThe Classic Vogue.
manent corps of the papal army, the
ous. He was beaten in each of the
"Do you admire the classics?" In
Swiss guards, already reduced from
four counties that compose his dis- quired the student
200 to only about eighty rank and file,
trict, and yet was elected. In each
"Well," replied the theatergoer, "I
and the gendarmes, will be to all Inof these counties he ran second and don't care much for It In literature,
Not
tents and purposes disbanded.
when the sum of them was takon, he but It'a all right In dancing."
can the pope rely on the Noble guards
ran first.
and the Palatine guards for the pro
Against Mr. Fordney, who Is a
The only way some people could
tection of his person and the custody
Republican, there ran a Democrat and keep a promise Is to place it In a safe
of the apostolic palaces, as (he great
a Progressive. In two of the four deposit vault
majority of these guards will also be
counties of the district the Democrat
called to arms. And the hundreds of
won over Mr. Fordney by a small
men employed In the Vatican, the cus
number of voles; tbe Progressive,
todians of the museums and the gal
however, was left fnr. very fur, beleries, the lav clerks In the depart
hind.
In the other two counties the
offices,
gardeners
and
the
ments and
Progressive came out first, with Mr.
coachmen and caretakers, all these
Fordney a very close second; the
will have to Join the Italian army
Democrat, though, was badly distanced. When the sum total of the votes of
Such a contingency is unprecedent
up, It was found that, whllo the Democrat and
ed In history and without a parallel the four counties was added
Progressive had each polled about the same number of votes, Mr. Fordney
In International law and It will serve
to prove the anomaly of a state with- bad beaten them both by a substantial number.
Thus, after three thousand years, nearly, was Justified the remark of old
Strangely enough while
in a state.
To make good use of
Hesiod:
"It la only a child who doesn't know that the hulf Is greater than
army
world
In
the
next
smallest
knowledge, one needs a
tho
after that of the pope, existing like the whole."
strong body and a clear
wise In Italy, will not be affected by
brain largely a matter of
slnglo
a
Italian mobilization, and not
right
food.
of
citizen of the diminutive republic
SAYS WIVES SHOULD BOSS
San Marino will be compelled to fight
In the Italian army, the army of the
pope will practically ceaso to exist
Just why. in addressing a woms
an's organization, Secretary of the
when Holy goes to war.
have
Navy
should
asserted
Daniels
distinction
be
The reason for this
FOOD
tween the two armies Is that San that bery young man should get marMarino Is Italy's ally while the Holy ried; that "every man needs a real
apnot
wos
boss,"
a
good woman for
See. although Its territory la only
contains proper nutriment for
palace and a garden, is considered parent, but be said It as he bowed
building body and brain
Kaly's enemy. Officially .the pope Ig gracefully to Mrs. Daniels. The occafor renewing the tissue
sion was the banquet of the League
nores (he kingdom of Italy.
that are exhausted daily
Women.
Pen
many
of
American
that
fact
Is
a
It
work
and play.
Qualifying
his
about
remarks
a
re
as
follow
changes
will
radical
sult of this great war. Old nations every man having a feminine boss,
Grape-Nut- s
will disappear and new ones will be Secretary Daniels advised that the
food is made
formed; boundaries and peoples will wife boss her husband systematically
from wheat and barley conhusband
change their nationality, while Eu- and wisely. He said the
tains all their nutriment, inrope will be remnpped. Great as all would then amount to something, but
cluding those vital mineral
(hese changes will be their historical other ise the chances were he would
salts found under the outer
Importance will, however, be less than not,
coat, which are especially
betmen
to
help
may
make
"Women
which
change
great
that of the
necessary for the daily upsuffrage
they
of
aid
Instituwith
ter,
and
the
oldest
Vatican,
the
affect the
keep of nerves and brain.
"would help to make our government
tion In the world.
better," he declared.
The secretary said he knew a
Offer to Belgian Clergy.
"There's a Reason" for
Ji jmL&9&-- . J
"pardner," and
Amsterdam. Members of the Bel man who calls his wife
Is
all
he likes It, for a wife
glnn clergy have been informed bj declared
In connection with tbe European war, as a re&ult ot which homes
Grape-Nut- s
the German authorities that their sal of that.
up In those countries, the secretary spoke of the separation
arles will be paid by the German gov have been broken
wives. He said Jhat while he was not allowed to speak ol
eminent provided they sign a declara- of husbands and
oold by Grocers everywhere
strictly neutral, be often wondered, as he thought of tbe great
tion not to do or say anything prejo war, being
conflict. If our civilization ts only skin deep.
dlclal o Germany
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GOOD DRY FARM CROP
Broom Corn Becoming Popular

Semiarid Districts.

7n

Thle Gasoline Locomotive, Driven by Friotlon Transmission,
Lom Than Six Oallona of Fuel a Day.

AVOING THE STRAIN

"Hot Boxes" Are Easily
TRANSMISSION
FRICTION
SMALL LOCOMOTIVE.

Being One of 8orghums, la Naturally
Drought Resistant, Especially In
Planting
Dwarf Varletlea
Often Dona With Lister.

Consumsa

0NE BANE 0F RAILRoad

men

Avoidable-Sh-

ow

Rank Carelessness of Car
Department Employees.

FOR

Serious delaya and accidents to
trains are often due to overheated
Machine That la Said to Maka for bearings or, aa they are known In railEconomy In Oparatlon of Railroad
Can Haul Load of Twin,
ty Tone.
Friction tranamliBlon la employed
gasoline
on a small
locomotive which la being constructed for industrial purpoaea auch aa
clay working. A fiber wheel operatea
In contact with a friction disk, carrying the power by chain to a
from which It la directed to the
front and rear axles. There la a flexible connection between the friction
ahaft and the engine which relievea
the strain upon the latter. The advantage claimed for the transmission
ayBtem In tlila use la that when a
heavily loaded truln la atartlng, sufficient slippage may be allowed until
the locomotive pulls out easily, thus
avoiding a heavy strain upon gears
and Bhaftlng In starting. The locomotive has a drawbar pull of about 800
pounds whon traveling five miles an
hour, which means that It can haul a
load at Out speed on a level
grade. Popular Mechanics.
Jack-ahn-

20-to- n

OUTSPOKEN ENEMY OF ROAD
Owner of Abused Dog Makes No
tempt at All to Conceal Vindictive Sentiments.

At-

The following letter, says Railway

and Locomotive Engineering, was received by the claim agent of one of
the western railways not long ago:
"For some weeks past my dog has
been In the habit of alcklng himself

unto the- - cars aa they aped past my
place, and he never harmed no one by
so doing, nor never would, as I have
known him from a child, very peaceful and fond of young children, and
awfal fond of the butcher's shop,
where he would alt up on bia
hind legs and beg with a voice of Joy
for anything be requested. When he
would run at the cara, he would act
aavage, but atill would nlvei Injure
the train by word or deed If you bad
hundred trains whizzing past by day
or nlte.
"Hut what does the fireman on the
8tlck In the Mud Express do but entices my dog to close quarters and
throw chunka of coal and squfrta bot
water upon him, which he tella me In
bllth and frlvlloua tone la to take
the bark off my dog. That la what
makes me halt your railroad, and that
la not all by a long choke, for yesterday they misled my dog and got him
In front of the engine, when they
pulled her wide open and smashed
my dog In a way that hurts your rode,
and causes it to be looked at askaoce
by every thinking tax payer and
mother. 1 aay fy on auch a rode aa
yours, with Its sandwlchea that have
a thin rim of ham round the alge, so
when you lock your teeth with It you
get left, and the rode baa got your
money In Dennis Fy on the whole
thing Is what I aay."
be-la- T

road parlance, "hot boxes."
A "hot box" Is the result of rank
carelessness on the part of employeea
In not keeping a good vigil for the
condition of the car wheels, or rather
the care of the Journals of the trucka
under the car where the "hot box"
la found. A "hot box" Is a sign that
the aafety first rule is not practiced
by some car department men.
There la no excuse for a "bot box"
after a car la sent out If the train la
carefully looked over at each terminal.
Primarily, a "bot box" Is caused by
poor waste and an Insufficient "greasing" at the time It should have been
done and there is no excuse for one. A
"bot box" Is liable to cause a wreck,
and a wreck on most railroads costa
money, much more than the price of
sufficient quantity of waste and oil
and grease to protect the Journula of
the car wheels.
The farmer who buys a new buggy
has a pretty good Idea of what a "bot
box" means, and the ways to prevent
It. He sees to It that the spindle la
well greased ao It will not get hot
He watches It closely, and does not
take any chances on the wheels running hot. It they did the wheels would
stick, and If the farmer persisted In
driving ahead, be would soon have a
bad spindle and a bad wheel.
However, the results would not be
ao dlsaatroua aa tbey would be in a
train of cara ruuning at a apeed of
fifteen or twenty mllea an hour, lt'a
no wonder that trainmen use language
unfit for a Sunday school class when
they find a "hot box" In their train.
Tbey know that someone has been
careless and shirking In his work, and
that la to blame.

FIRST

ALL-STEE-

L

CABOOSE

Has Done Away
With Wooden Cat, 8o Long
a Menace to Safety.

Eastern Railroad

The wooden caboose attached to the
oi a freight train for the
housing of the crew haa always been
a factoi In railroad fatalities In a
rear end collision It usually happens
that It la smashed to splinters and the
crew killed; often Are la atarted by a
broker, lamp or lantern and employeea
who might otherwise escape aerloua
injury are burned to death. Distressing
accidents on paasenger trains stirred
a publlo sentiment which is forcing
the railroads to the abandonment ol
the wooden coach, but until quite recently nothing baa been done to remove the same dangerous condition
on the freight train. A short time ago,
Influenced, perhaps, by the nation
movement, one ot
wide safety-firs- t
the great eastern railroads built the
caboose. It la without
first
posts above the floor, the necessary
rigidity having been accomplished by
means of sheet steel bulkheada. The
and firecar ahould be
proof. Railroad work requires the
trainman to spend more of his life In
the caboose than the clerk spends In
Economy In Small Things.
an office or the mechanic In the shop.
In He both eats and aleepa there. ConAn engineer who la careless
atartlng and stopping may easily sequently Its equipment Is to him a
break the air hose In time, and the matter ot Importance. The new car la
cost of that equals hauling a ton of furnished with Improved types ot
freight 225 miles. A broken draw- bunks, an Improved atove for heating
bar knuckle, equals hauling one ton aud cooking, a wasbstand, a desk and
of freight 300 miles, and a fireman's lockers for the crew, a water cooler
lost shovel means hauling a ton SO and a refrigerator.
miles to pay for It.
The economy bug la carried Into
Fewer Killed on Railroad Tracks.
every department of the road, and
Statistics furnished by the Pennsylyardmaa-teswitchmen,
track walkers,
vania railroad ahow that there hat
brought
and shop workers are
been a marked decrease during the
Trackmen last aeven years In the number of perunder the new system.
lanand switchmen are warned that
sons killed while trespassing on rail
terns must be handled with greater road property. In 1907 the number
care. A white lantern globe equals waa 872. During 1914 It waa 301, the
In cost the hauling of a ton of freight lowest figure with the exception jot
20 miles; a red lantern globe, 75 that for 1912, when 255 trespassers
mllea, and a complete lantern, 100 were killed. These figures are for
mljes. Even a pound of waste for the system eaat of Pittsburgh only
wiping engines and awltch locks Is
worth ten and a halt miles of freight
Extracting Tar From Gaa.
Sunday Maga-alnhaulage. Illustrated
Electricity ia being employed with
success at a Detroit coke oven for the
purpose of removing tar from artifiConcrete Railroad Ties.
cial gaa In the purifying process. The
gas Is passed through a highly Ionized
Railroad tiea made of
concrete Into which asbestos Oners Held, which la produced by
discharge of current ranging
have been Introduced, tried out on a
Bavarian railway, can be drilled and aa high aa 80,000 volts, with the result
hammered like wood, which they far that the tar forma In large drops,
which are then easily separated.
outlast.

rear end
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high-tensio- n

Youngest Aviator.
By looping the loop at Eastbourne
recently Mr. J. E. D. Thornley, aged
aeveuteen, established a record aa the
youngest aviator In the world to acflying.
complish upside-dow-

Atmospheric Electricity.
Using antennae mounted in pairs
on a wooden tower erected on a hill,
a Spanish electrician has succeeded
In drawing electricity from the atmosphere at a pressure of 6,000.

Interest Computing Machine.
interest comnutlna: machine has
The
been Invented by a Hungarian.
year,
the greatest on record, according to Instrument la said to be corapara-VnlteStates geological survey fig- - j tively simple and Inexpensive. It la
about the size of a watch.
ures.

Th.

Btroduetlo
af Zinc
mnrM'a nrmliiftlnn nf ilnc last
estimated at 1,103,350 tons, waa
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d
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HOSE mall swindlers who
have been arrested by the
federal authorities during the last five year
have' taken from the
American public
Those arrested
during the fiscal year of
1914 took $68,000,000 of

The largest proportion ot the broom
corn crop which enters Into the Inter- -'
state trade la produced in a certain
small area In Illinois and in a number
of countlea In Oklahoma, according to
this total, 114,000,000
the statistician of Orange Judd more than those arrested In 1913 and
$16,000,000 more than those arrested
Fanner.
Kansas and Texas contribute to the In 1912, which seems to Indicate that
southwestern crop, varying amounts the American public la becoming less
are raised in Nebraska, and a num- rather than more sophisticated.
Analysis of the annual reports of the
ber of other states like Tennessee.
Missouri and Iowa grow some broom post office department for the fiscal
corn, and small acreages of It have year 1914, recently printed tor public
been succesHfully grown In Idaho. In- distribution, with analysis of the four
dications are that the Illinois acreage preceding annual reports, gtvea the
is growing smaller In recent years, figures mentioned. In considering the
and It Is certain that the broom corn tribute which Americans are yielding
acreage Is expanding In the South- each year to the mall swindlers It
west. The Illinois district raises the should be noted, however, that the to
standard variety from which brush tor tal of $351,000,000, great aa It Is, la but
large, heavy brooms Is secured, while a part ot the stupendous total tribthe dwarf varieties are favored more ute which goes Into dishonest pockets
In the Southwest.
via the mall route each twelve months
Generally speaking, any good corn For the $361,000,000 la the estimate of
land is good broom corn land. Broom the federal authorities of the haul only
corn, however, being one of the of those persons arrested.
sorghums, la naturally drought resistBy no means ail the mall swindler
ant, and In the dwarf varieties this of the United States are arrested;
characteristic Ik developed to a fraud ordera do the work of stopping
marked degree. This Is why the crop their operations in some Instances; In
Is so popular In the dry districts of others it ia Impossible for the post
the southwestern states. In fact, In office Inspectors to obtain the evithe unusually dry season of last year dence which ' would Justify criminal
broom corn was one of the few crops court action; In still others the activl-tie- s
that made the southwestern farmer a
of the swindlers never come to the
dollar. Although current reports stated attention of the authorities at all.
that even the broom corn crop waa Thus it Is obvious that the loot of
injured,
severely
harvest results those arrested Ib but a part no man
showed a fulrly satisfactory output in can say how smnll or great a pnrt of
that region. In several counties where the total aum of money filched each
broom corn Is largely grown the farm- year by mall sharpers from the Amerers would have been in hard circum- ican pocketbook.
stances indeed, had they not raised a
The following Is the record ot the
fairly good crop of broom corn and money estimated to have been obreceived particularly high prices the tained by mall swindlers actually arpast season.
rested In the years mentioned
In this district the planting Is fre1914
$68,000,000
quently done with a lister, although on 1913
64.00H,000
ground the corn planter 1912
62,000,000
can best bi used. About three quarts 1911
77,000,000
of seed per acre are sufficient. A sor- 1910
100,000,000
ghum plate may be used, which will
drop the seeds about a foot apart In
Total
$351,000,000
the row. Cultivation la then given as
The number of persons arrested durneeded, the same aa in raising corn
ing the years tabulated was 2,861. If
or any of the sorghums.
money obtained had been divided
The crop may be planted any time the
between them each would have
after May 1, depending upon heat and equally
moisture conditions, and planting may had a dishonest gain of $122.6S4, proof
or swindles
be continued up to the middle of June. of the lucrative nature
Klve hundred pounds per acre are con- which are carried on by use of the
sidered a good yield of brush, and this mails. There were more arrests In
is probably above the average for the 1914 than In any of the other years
Southwest On this basis It will take under consideration, the record ot arfrom four to five acres to produce a rests and convictions being as follows:
Arrests Convictions
ton The heads are cut or pulled from
370
762
the stock, leaving 12 to 16 Inches of 1914
304
510
the stalk attached, are dried slightly, 1913
572
263
hauled in on wagons, the seed Is re- 1912
184
497
moved, and the brush la then best piled 1911
620
.Not stated
on shelves under a roof and allowed to 1910
The division of winnings from the
cure there. Dry, clear weather Is essential in curing, so that the bright dupes was, however, naturally not
green color so much desired may be equal; some of the promoters of the
retained. Afterward the brush ts more elaborate schemes during the
placed In balea of from three to four five years are stated by the federal
hundred pounds each and Is ready for authorities to have cleared millions,
while others got hundreds of thou-Ishipment.
other caaea the post office Inspecon the trail of the swindlers
DEEP TILLAGE AN ESSENTIAL tors gotthey
had a chance to fleece any
before
large number of victims.
Positively No Argument Against Deep
The scope of the fraudulent mail
Tillage In Dry Sections to Con
business In this country may be gauged
serve Soil Moisture.
to some extent from the simple stateDeep tillage we consider absolutely ment that 34,000 complaints concernschemes to defraud were made to
essential to the gathering and saving ing
the post office department during the
of the greatest possible amount of so
year, In addition to the rouWe do not believe that the last fiscal
moisture.
dry farmer can ever grow profitable tine Inspections of the post offices.
Approximately 100 different kinds of
crops over a series of yeurs on a
seed-bebut four or five Inches deep, swindles ore Included in the schemes
says a writer In Dakota Farmer. A whereby the mall operators have gathshould be made the ered in the coin of the innocent since
ten inch aeed-beminimum under a fifteen Inch rainfall 1910. Schemes for stock selling and
and on normal Dakota loam soils. And for treating disease by mall are the
swindles which have netted more
the sooner hla depth la reached the two
better it will be. If it la possible to money than any other kinds. In the
get the depth at the first breaking report of the solicitor for the post ofao much the better. No matter wh.it fice department it Is slated that In
may be said for or against deep till- 1914 of the frauds suppressed through
age In the humid sections there cau the Issuance of fraud orders which
positively be no argument against It bar the nintla to the schemes specified
the most profitable were
It must be made therein
In the drier areas'.
those operated for the treatment of
the foundation of soil tillage there
disease. In 1913, on the other hand.
It was stated that "the stock selling
CARE IN SELECTING A BOAR proposition seems to appeal to
the
public more than any other one fraud
Hogs
to
to
8ent
Have
Breeder Alms
scheme unearthed."
Market of Same 8ize and Color-B-ring
Of the medical frauds the report for
Best Prices.
1914 says:
"These schemes were Insidious, viIn selecting a boar one should take cious and highly detrimental to
the
pains to always get a purebred boar public welfare, while the methods purof whatever breed he is breeding. sued were the most unconscionable
Many farmers like to use a boar of with which the department had to
different breed and make a cross. This deal. In view of certain decisions of
may be all right for a first rross, but the courts they were also
the most
the sows from such a cross Bhould difficult with which successfully to
never be kept for breeders. The same cope.
old aows should be kept as long as
"At the hearings in many of these
they prove good mothers. This also cases the testimony of the proprietors
makes It unnecessary to change boars nf these enterprises, under cross-ex- each year, where, If one was selecting
young sows he would have to get a
new boar each year. Even wfth the DAY FOR CHOOSING
BRIDES
man who buys hogs to ship to market, he prefers a load that are all Whltmonday Is a Great Occasion for
alike, or of the same breed Such a
the Young People of Russia's
lll ell better In the market
carload
Capital City.
money
brings
more
and generally
Whltmonday la atlll a great day
Watering a Horse.
In Petrograd
when the "elcbraled
When possible to avoid It, never festival of the chtosing of brides
give a full draft of water within an takes place. The daughters of the
hour after feeding the horses. This traders assemble on that day In all
effect Is to carry much undigested their finery, marshaled ah.ng the flowfood Into the bowels, producing seri- er beds, their mothera carefully staous disorganisation thereof.
tioned behind tliem. The young maid- n
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by counsel for the government, abowed that they had little education of any kind, and they made absolutely no claim to any knowledge of
medicine. Invariably thoy were merely
shrewd, unscrupulous advertisors.
"Generally speaking they employed
some man who had graduated as a doctor, but was without much experience
or practice.
The business was conducted in his name, and he was featured in the literature aa a man of
singular ability and great scientific attainment in the medical profession,
who had spent years In the study ot
the particular ailments which he advertised to treat and who had made
wonderful discoveries of remedies
which would cure the diseases represented by a number of symptoms listed In the advertisements.
"It was represented that such doctor
and hla alleged corps of assistants
would give personal attention to each
case, and that they would prescribe
such remedies as they should find by
their superior facilities and experience were needed in the treatment ot
any of the diseases they advertised to
cure. Even In those Instances where
a doctor or doctora were connected
with the business this was solely for
the purpose of lending color to their
fraudulent representatives, and the
diagnosing
prescribing
and
were
nearly always made by mere clerks."
Of the stock selling swindlers those
who have netted the largest amounts
are those who have dealt with mining and oil properties, although big
sums have also been coaxed out ot
pockets of the guileless by the golden
promises of fortunes to be made from
buying atock In land companies and
even in Industrial companies.
One of the worst features of the
stock selling schemes is that it Is
largely those who can least afford to
lose who buy the worthless securities.
In the gray old federal building of
New York there have, within the last
three years, been told stories on the
witness stand by dupes which might
well leave a perpetual blush of shame
on the face of any man guilty of such
contemptible swindles.
Id one trial, for Instance, a pale
little music teacher told how, after
saving for eight years, she had man
aged to accumulate $400. She had
then read one of the prospectuses of
the swindlers who were sitting at the
counsel table a few feet from her when
Bhe waa giving her evidence.
This
prospectus had told her that her $400
would make her rich for life if she
would only forward It at once .for
atock in the astounding gold mine
which the swindlers owned. She wrote
to the company, stating her position
and how much ot
the $400
meant to her, and received back "a
lovely letter" from the president, telling her how interested he was In her
case and how certain he was that she
would soon be able to give up teaching mualc if she would only forward
the $400 right away. And the little
teacher sent the money, and the mine
was worthless, and she half fainted as

aminatlon

e

ens are so decorated

hair, ears, arms,
neck, hands, feet, any port of the person to which adornment may be fastenedso Inden are they with gold
and Jewelry that scarcely any pnrt of
their natural beauty remains uncovered.
Meanwhile the young men with
their Mowing caftans and bearda are
paraded by their fathers up and down
bofore the mute and blushii g beauties.
Eight days after the first bride show
the Interviews take place at the parents' houses and through a profession- -

she finished her story In the wltnesf
chair.
One nf the few mall swindles which
touched the wealthy classes exclu
sively was the
de luxe book
swindle, by which volumes worth $1(
or $20 were sold to rich and Ignorant
book collectors for prices running u
to many hundreds.
Among other swindles carried on
through the mails are Inducing bet
ting on "fake" horse races and ath
letlc contests, selling worthless goodi
through misrepresentations, obtaining
commissions on fraudulent ordera
soiling divining rods for locating min
erals, using forged bills of lading it
cotton deals, brokerage frauds, obtain
ing money by Impersonating other per
sons, obtaining goods under false pre
tenses, selling state rigbta and estab
Uahing fictitious agencies selling ud,
ralr gambling devices, using
checks, matrimonial schemes, selling
canceled postage stamps and Mexlcaa
money, obtaining expenae money ot
promise to sell stocks, collecting feel
for Imaginary positions, selling rlghti
to a patent many times In the same
state, securing advance payments oa
goods not delivered, obtaining payment from relatives of deceased per
sons for goods supposed to have bees
ordered before death, obtaining money
from alleged helra to estates, obtaining money to assist in securing Act!
tloua Inheritances, sales of sham recV
pes, trading In green gooda, obtaining
subscriptions
for nonexistent chart
table Institutions, running sham employment bureaus, selling Interests la
nonexistent moving picture theatera
selling diplomas for which no study
la required, failing to distribute adver
tislng matter as called for by contract
and blackmail.
In 1914 more fraud ordera were la
sued than has been the case for aom
time. In 1910 the post office authnrl
tlea began to Issue fewer fraud orders than had been customary In H
belief that it would be better to pn n
cute criminally those operating ftvrri
ulent schemes. Whereas in 1900 lb
were 225 fraud orders, in 1910 thru
were but 131, and in 1911 only 77
There waa a still further decieas in
1912, the number being 19, while :n
1913 there were only three fraud or
dera Issued. The number In 1914 vat
"no-fun-

d

45.

It has been found that crtm :.il
prosecution is not always auccea:fu!
In stopping the operations Indt eii
the departmental reports state that is
some rasea the swindlers have ton
tinued the operation ot their bualnest
during arrest, trial, conviction and im
prisonment
whereas fraud orders bat
the malls to the operators of th4
scheme. Thus the department la now
using both fraud ordera and criminal
prosecutions.

Hit Position,
"What la your position on this quee
tion?" asked the constituent
The congressman thought a mtnntt
and then replied:
"Very uncomfortable"
al match maker the young people are
betrothed.
The wagea of thla
are aa regularly fixed aa tbe
percentage of a broker. Months may
be spent on his preliminaries the
prospects or dowry. The girl bas no
voice In the matter. It la time enough
tor the couple to assume the unimportant part of becoming acquainted
when their 'ate has been irrevocably
fixed.
gobe-iwee-

Tbera are more Islands In Lake H
ron than In any other kuvwn lake.

1

W
5
5
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clothes there are so many advantages
in favor of the latter that they must surely be worthy of consideration by the man who wants to dress well
with the best intent, cannot possibly offer a range ofjabrics as arge as is
least cost. The small tailor-ev- en
shown in a stock of garments as ample as ours. Nor can he by any cnance present moueu u wiiwuuhiu
clothes
the last moments of fashion developments as we. The reason is very simple. Our
of the largest of its kind in the world.
are created by the great KIRSCHBAUM organization-o- ne
ready-for-servi-

The
"Sunshine"
Garment
b;A:i::iW.

Is one of the Best

m

They fiit best,
wear longer and hold
their color and shape.

mad.

km

The line

ii-

in

tie

coats

will wear two seasons.

Popular

shades

Boys' Suits

Men's Odd Pants

Here is where we have tried
ourselves. We have always

Pant's of every description,

been leaders in Boys' Suits and
this year we have bought some
of the very best suits that we
Colors,
for boys.
Gray, Tan, Brown and Blue
Serge, Made ia the latest styles,
prices ranging from $2.50 up to
find

could

and the Black
White Check,
and
of, at $18 00,
line
which we are showing a complete
to
$20.00, $22.50 up to $30.00. Other Suits $12.50
Blue,

$20.00.

Drew Shoes for Ladies
in Clovia
knows what the Drew
Shoes are. For spring
we are showing Talent
lady

lonial buckle, with

Men's Shirts
All Silk Shirts in a nice line of

patterns, priced at

$2.00, 2 50,

Soft Shirts, white and colors,
with
in Pongee and Soisette,
detachable
collar attached and
New Spring patterns in the
Silver and Ide Shirts. Silver
Shins at $1.25. Me Shirts at

It wears. I, has the soft

Perfect Gowning
made easy by our

char-

Black and colors, for women,
seamless, double Lisle heel and
toe, at per pair 75c.

Extra heavy Silk Hose $1.00.
For men, pure thread Silk
Hose, 3 pairs guaranteed
six
months, per pnir 50c, box $1.50.

Extra Good Silk Hose at

75c

Ladies' Skirts

Men's Black Gunmetal Button

Buster Brown Slippers, sizes

1

to

at $2.75.

5

Men's Hats
that old winter hat and

put on a New Spring Hat. Panama Hats, Fedora
and new style Telescop9 Hats at $5.03. Straw Hats
Hats, all the new
at $2.00 up to $3.00.
No-Na-

Beaver Hats, at $3.00.

Curtain Goods

...
...

Tan. Ecru and White Curtain Net with plain and
15c and 25c.
colored borders, at
White and Ecru Curtain Net with beautiful em35c and 50c
broidered borders, at

Sheets and Pillow Cases
Full 72x90 Seamless Sheets, made of good quality
85c
sheeting, priced at
$1.00
81x90 Seamless Sheet, same quality as above
Pillow Cases, full 42 inch, good quality pillow casing

at 15c, two for 25c.

Order By

Holeproof Silk
Hose
acter of silk, a permanent lustre

3.00 and 3.50.

Men's Slippers

one,

spring shapes at $3.50.

We make a specialty of our
$15.00, $18.00 and $20.00 Suits

Corsets
Perfect "Gowning" an art
that seems to belong to only a
favored few is really at the
command

of every

Mail!

More New Skirts!

We have

Oxfords at $2.50.
Gunaittal Slippers in Button
and Lace, $3.00.
Men's English Walking Slip-

had the largest

pers, Black and Tan, Lace only
at $3.50 and 4.00.

skirts that have ever been shown

We haze the

Steadfast shoe at

$5.00, 5.50 and 6.00.

McElwain and Brown Star 5
Star Shoes at $2.50 to 5.00.
Boys Buster Brown Shoes,
sizes 2 1 2 to 5 at $3.00 and 3.50
to 2 at 2.50 and 2.75
sizes 12
Boys' Extra Good School Shoe
lace only. Solid leather with

skirt

business

we have ever had in Oiovis. The
reason for this is that we have
been showing the best line of
in Clovis.
The KORRECT line of Skirts
prices 3.00 to $10.00.
See the new skirts we are
showing.

2

to
Elk sole, sizes 2
to 2 at
Sizes 12
2

5

2

$2.50
$2.25

Ladies' House
Dresses
Ginghams and Percale House
Dresses in dark and light patterns, made of a good grade
ginghams and nicely made up at
1.00, 1.23 and $150.

Round House
Overalls
For Men and Boys, made of the
very best Everett Demin. also
Stripe.
line of Expressmen
Men's Overalls, per gmt. $1.00

"
Youths
Boys' Overalls, per gmt.

Men's Shoes
English Walking Shoes, with
gray and black felt tops, the

75c

latest style for men, lace only,

50c

per pair $4.50.

woman

Time

who knows the secret.
was when a most

expensive

moi.ist was the key. Today,
with y,our thoughts turned t
yet les

a more extensive

two and three straps.
Dull Kid. Also nice line of Mary Jane and Baby
Ladies
Doll Slippers for Misses and Children.
Pumps at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00. Misses'

It

best

very

$15.00, $18.00, up to $25.00.
All wool Serge Suits in fancy
$12.50
blue and brown, at
All wool Blue Serge, at $15.00

Guaranteed All Wool.

$1.50 to 2.00.

co-

is time to lay away

ton and wool mixed,
of value at $2.50.

$8.50..

collar at $1.00 up to 2.00.

Leather Pumps with

Curjee Pants U 50. 3.30, $5.00
Heavy cotton and wool mixed
pants at $250.
A nice line of patterns in cot-

MEN'S SUITS
KIRSCHBAUM all wool Suits

for

spring are Sand, Putty Battleship Gray,
Belgian
Navy Blue,

Every

color and the very best quality
that money can buy.

ce

ex-

pensive wardrobe than ever
before, the perfect costume
is wilhin your reach - if the
corset foundation

is

right.

What a Wonderful line of Corsets We Carry!

The Gossard Front Lace Corset
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $5.00

The

American

Lady Corset

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00

Silk and Dress Goods
Crepe,'de Chine Silk in the leading colors for spring,
full 40 inches wide, extra good quality nt yd. $1.75
Good Messaline, nice line of colors, full 36 inches
wide, at per yard
$1.00
We are showing a complete line of Crepes, Batiste,

Figured Lawns,
White Goods.

Flaxons, and a complete line of
10c up to $1.00
Trices range from

Ladies' Silk Petticoats
We have a line of Silk Messaline Petticoats,

coming

Sand, Putty, Belgian Blue,
Navy.
Guaranteed to wear six months,
Black and
at $2.50 and $3.50. Taffeta Petticoats in Black and
colors, at $4.00 and $4.50.
in all the new colors,

Toil du Nord Ginghams

....

12
Pretty line of spring patterns, per yard
Good quailty of Ginghams, nice line of patterns in
10c
dark and light, per yard

Prompt

c

Attention

Given

We Pay Postage

!

All

Mail Orders!- -

